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Dedication
I dedicate this book to all who encouraged me to
keep on writing in the face of indifference and
backhanded comments about the first chapters
on which I asked for feedback.
I am indebted to my mother, May, for her
patience in answering my endless questions
about all aspects of truth in human
relationships and thoughts encountered in
growing up. She celebrated her 100th birthday
in November of 2012.
I want to thank my two boys, Jeremy and Ariel,
for their unfailing support, and Auslyn who
loved me and fed me as she kept me aware of
the other views of man’s condition as seen by
world philosophers.
I want to thank Pastor Charles T. Russell for his
writings that liberated from the Bible the story
of six thousand years of human suffering, and
the joy that is due in the morning of the last
thousand years of this Biblical week. I thank
him for writing volumes on the hope for a better
life to come, why this hope is not a myth, how it
is structured, and why it shall surely come. To
him I owe my understanding of the Biblical
concepts of restitution and covenants that are
brought to life in this retelling of the story of our
human condition. I took to heart his
admonition of “Don’t you ever believe anything

that I have written just because I wrote it. Go
forth and prove it for yourself. Only then
should you believe it.” I shelved his writings for
a time as I went forth and assembled my faith
from among all the histories and references that
man has preserved through war, lies, and
darkness. My discoveries from all writings have
thus become my personal foundation for life
and love.
I want to thank you, dear reader, for the time
you invest in surveying my love, my joy and my
tears.

Oh Stately One
Our wonder vessel, ship of life, master of the
sea.
Made from dusty earthiness for eternity.
Fill your sails with cool winds that are the
breath of life.
Breathe the stormy sorrow-joys that stem from
human strife.
Learn from each intended good that sank with
toll of bell.
Learn that dark and crushing storms may teach
a lesson well.
Taste the tears of bitter grief, the salty blood of
man.
Drink! The cup of dregs is yours. Eke from it
what you can.
Hear its cries, oh vessel bold. Listen to the sea.
Whisper plans of paradise held in sanctity.
See the dawn of happiness beyond your wildest
dream.
There is no mind, no heart, no soul His love
cannot redeem.
Yes, and softly pray, oh Stately One, master of
the sea.
Pray that God may plot your course for eternity.

Chapter 1: Two Hearts
I followed her rapid pace along the alleyway and
saw her slip into the old-city Jerusalem1 café.
Pausing for a moment, I caught my breath and
pushed the door open. “May I share your
table?” I said in as calm a voice as I could
muster.

The woman that looked back at me was
stunningly beautiful in a handsome way with
bright dark eyes in a face the color of café-aulait.

She smiled invitingly and said “Yes, please do. I
know who you are and why you have come. My
name is Ruth2.”
“I’m Charles.” I said extending my hand. I knew
this woman, radiant in every visible way, was
special, but her grace and aplomb in this high
stress situation was amazing. Her gesture and
movement were of a person who owned
Jerusalem not of a fugitive from the authorities
trying hard not to lose her cover.
“Sit down, Charles.” She said, “We will not stay
long with the situation in the streets as it is.”
The data I used to select her from the many
possible resurrected people told me that she
was surely picked from history by the DI to be a
part of the new government. There are only
about ten of these ambassadors to date. It is
hard for her to escape notice, as beautiful as
she is. As these thoughts were in my mind a
feeling of warmth and peace enveloped me and
my fingers and toes tingled. I wondered, “Is this
from Ruth?”.
“I was instructed that you would contact me.”
She said in a very smooth and charming voice.
“You have a lot of valuable information about
people and technology in the US and Canada
that will help us deal with their resistance to
our new government. The world-wide revolution

is being violently suppressed by the those still
in power in the US 3.”
“Thanks for the vote of confidence. However, I
thought I found you. How do you know I
sought you?”
“This could take a minute so make yourself
comfortable.” She said, “I will start at the
beginning. The Dayspring 4, that is Jesus Christ
and the saints, who are His bride, received
authority from the DI 5 to build the new world
government’s spiritual ark in the late 1800s6.
That’s soon after the devil and his agents lost
their lease to govern. It is when the 120-year
construction period began on the spiritual
Noah’s ark; the same number of years that it
took Noah to build the original ark. The
spiritual ark finally launched not long ago7 to
preserve, through this time of trouble, the
technology and infrastructure that we need for
the new world government.”
“It is good to hear confirmation of my research.”
I thought.
“When the spiritual ark” she continued,
“metaphorically will run aground on the
mountaintop very soon 8, we will be given the
authority to take over the government and make
our Lord’s government real in the natural
Earth. I, with others like me, are the vanguard
of the resurrected ones to exercise that

authority. We would not have even a slim
chance to govern anything without the extraterrestrial power of the resurrected Jesus and
his Saints. I can speak directly with our spirit
guides to help us in creating and running this
new government. They are the source of my
vision and my power. I can ask them to open
your thoughts to me. And, by the way, thanks
for all the tender things you think of me.”
I must have turned a deep shade of red. They
were honest thoughts, though. “Thanks back to
you.” I said. “You are a pleasure to be with in all
ways.” “This woman is a force to be reckoned
with, seeing as she does, right through me.” I
thought, as she smiled knowingly. I thought to
test her awareness of my thoughts by asking an
unvoiced question. “Are the feelings of warmth
and peace that I feel a communication of your
feelings for me?”
Ruth continued my briefing with a look and a
broad smile that left no doubt that her heart
was reaching out to mine in a shared emotion.
“Information from all areas is pointing to an
invasion very soon from the north through the
valley of Megiddo. The new government in Israel
is coming together well, but still is by-and-large
underground with only radio announcements
made by Abraham 9 claiming the authority to
govern in the name of the Dayspring and the DI.
The airwaves are alive with the old
government’s demands and instructions for all

citizens of Israel to prepare to report to central
areas with whatever arms they can secure.
Their plan is to make a stand in the valley of
Megiddo to stop the invasion. There is a very
high state of tension running in the country
with many resisting the call to arms. You and I
know this is the battle of Armageddon 10.”
“Yes,” I said, “My research confirms it, and now
I hear your concurrence.”
“That battle will end” Ruth continued, “with
death to all in the valley, friend and foe alike.
Those who understand this are not going into
the valley for any reason. They are running into
the hills or hiding in the cities. We are carefully
noting where they are hiding and caring for
them as necessary.”
“Don’t worry about me knowing your thoughts.”
She said, “I have no power to do this of myself.
My spiritual companions open your thoughts to
me when I ask. I only use the privilege when I
have a pressing need to verify someone’s word,
to protect me from personal harm or, of course,
when you wish to share with me. You may not
know it, but you have always had many
guardian angels around you. They are working
with the spiritual government to keep us safe in
this chaos. In fact, they are advising us to leave
this café and take you to my home where you
are to stay. There are too many prying eyes and
ears here.”

As we left the café arm-in-arm, Ruth pulled
close to me and I could feel her warmth as we
walked in the Jerusalem early spring. This new
relationship felt years old. She knew me
through to my core. I could feel the love, that
welled up from deep in my soul, returned to me,
deep and pure. A emotion of deliciousness and
delight from Ruth that permeated all of me,
colored the way I saw, heightened my sense of
smell and touch, in short, changed my world.
As we made our way along the crooked streets, I
said, “I want to see into you as you see into me.
Is there any way that I too can have that
privilege?”
“Yes.” She said with a smile. “There are only a
few short steps that your heart needs to take to
have communion with our spiritual
counterparts. All the people in the new world
government are given this privilege. Be patient,
my love, it will come, soon.”
“Quickly! In here! Hide me!” as she pulled me
into a crevice in the wall. “That van, coming
there, is filled with cameras and microphones to
find resisters and unregistered persons. They
also can query radio frequency ID tags.” she
whispered.
In a few minutes we reached her home and
closed the door to the din of the street. Ruth,

the storied figure from the distant past,
recreated by Yahweh from His memory, reached
up to my face, pulled it to her and we kissed.
Her hands were warm and soft as her kisses
were tender, delicious and inviting.
My head, in a dizzy spin with new love and old
prophecy, still had the presence of mind to ask
“What can I do for you? What sort of
information do I have that you need?”
“Actually,” she said “It is you whom we want. I
am to ask you if you will join our government as
director of Linguistic and Information
Technologies. But, first, before you answer to
that, let’s fix something to eat.”
We moved about the modest kitchen preparing
a meal of fresh whole grain bread, butter, leeks,
lentil soup, grapes and figs. As we gathered the
meal, our chance touching was electric and
when our eyes met there was a depth and
clarity that had not been there before. Even
though I could not yet see her rational
thoughts, I could feel her emotions flood my
being. Soul to soul and heart to heart we ate of
the delicious food, devouring each other as
much as the meal.
I heard my voice break the silent exchange of
love. “I have wanted, for most of my life, to be a
part of the kingdom of the Christ. I eagerly
accept your offer, as you knew I would. Please

tell the others that I accept.” The heady
thought of being part of the new world
government almost covered thoughts of my
newfound love. “I did not expect this love when I
came to you, yet my heart is unwilling to part
with you.” I said tenderly.
“Our two hearts”, she said, “meet on the
threshold of eternal life in the peaceable
kingdom11. There is no death to leave us alone,
no harm to wound us, no doom to pull us apart.
I see in my heart and in your heart a love that
has no end. We will come to know each other as
we are known by DI.” There was a short pause.
“When I was first resurrected, there were people
to see, things to learn, places to go for seven
too-short days. It was all good and useful, a
friendly and accommodating welcome. Little did
I realize the warmth, tenderness and love that
was waiting for me in you. “Welcome to my
heart, my life. Kiss me. Touch me. Take my
heart into yours, my sweet, sweet love.”
“Yes, yes and yet again, yes” I breathed through
her dark hair.”

Chapter 2: Taken Captive
“Your bags!” she said, “They will raise suspicion
if we don’t get them from your hotel soon. Call
and have them delivered by courier to the small
store on the other side of the street. Then I will
bring them here as though they were mine.”
Soon the bags arrived at the store and Ruth
prepared to fetch them.
“Please keep a lookout for any suspicious
vehicles.” She said softly. “I will keep a channel
open to your thoughts so you don’t have to
make a sound.”
She was to the store in a flash and lifted the
bags with ease. I thought an “All clear” and she
came running with the bags as only a person of
perfect body could. Strength and beauty, what
a combination. We took the shirts, pants and
other miscellany from the bags and made the
simple room as nice as we could.
“It never looks finished until there are fresh
flowers.” She beamed, “There are some hardy
ones in the back that don’t mind the cold. I’ll
be right back.” She came in with an arm-load
of dried grasses and early blossoms that I was
not familiar with, and arranged them most
tastefully in whatever containers we could find.

The house was newly constructed with good
insulation and solid concrete walls and floors
that appeared to have steel reinforcement in all
the right places. The windows were unusually
thick and double pane. “This is no ordinary
house.” I thought.
“Are you familiar with this house construction?”
I asked.
“Yes, the genesis of this building was explained
to me when I moved in. It is an ISSU, that is,
an Individual Survival System Unit. It is
supposed to be able to withstand a small
nuclear blast or a larger one not too close.
Everything is extra strong and durable. There
are solar cells on the roof, and a well equipped
shop and food stores in the basement.” She
explained, “Let me show you around.”
As we reached for our jackets, she took my
hand and led me to the roof. There, covering
more than half of the flat building roof, were
many photo-electric panels with built in water
heating provisions. The remainder of the roof
was a sturdy deck with a beautiful view of our
suburb and the city of Jerusalem. The house
was well situated on the high point of the
neighborhood.
“Those give us hot showers and keep the lights
on.” She exclaimed in excitement, pointing to
the solar panels, “Look at this view! There’s a

chill this time of year, but we could have lunch
up here sometime. And look at the sunset.”
“It’s a gift.” I said, as I unzipped my coat and
pulled another of our DI’s gifts into the warmth
of my coat.
“The feelings of being truly, deeply loved are so
wonderful.” She cooed.
My only answer was a warmly tender kiss on
the eager lips that were raised to mine. We
stood, in each other’s arms for some time as the
sun played peek-a-boo in the lavender, crimson,
magenta, salmon pink and gold clouds that
scudded tumultuously in the darkening sky.
The clouds were turning deepening shades of
gray-blue and smoke by the time we made our
way down the stairs and into the warmth of our
home.
“The basement is even more interesting.” She
said, “I am sure you will like the shop.”
The shop was amazing. There were all manner
of hand tools for working wood, metal and
stone. Small power hand tools were in a neat
cabinet. There was a table saw large enough to
cut full sheets of plywood, and importantly,
double-door access to the back patio to bring in
materials and projects. And in one corner was
a metal cutting lathe of modest capacity.

Electric welding and gas cutting equipment was
neatly stashed. It was obvious that this was
intended as a repair center for other ISSUs. My
delight with this creative opportunity made
Ruth laugh.
“This is rather amazing!” I said with some awe.
“I would like you to make me something with
these tools. Can you do it?” she asked.
“Most of these tools I have used for a lifetime
and the ones that I have not will be fun to
experiment with.” I said.
“Your hands looked like they knew tools.” She
said, turning my hand over in hers. “Lets go
look at the other side. I baked the bread we
had for lunch from the grain I found there.”
The food storage area was a marvel of compact
efficiency. There were many kinds of grain in
airtight containers and a mill to grind flour.
There was a supply of cooking oil and other
canned foods of all sorts. Dried foods were in
abundance. By the door going out to the
garden there were the needed tools for growing,
trimming and harvesting the bounty that would
grow when the weather warmed.
“I would like you to make me something with
these.” I said holding her hands tenderly. “After
eating your bread, I know you can do it.”

Ruth smiled, “We may well be self sufficient
here in many respects.” She looked pensive for
a moment and then the smile vanished from her
face. “I am getting the message that some
agents from the old government are coming to
take us to their headquarters to insert those
RFID tags under our skin. They don’t know it
yet, but we are not going to be tagged! In fact,
we have a counterplot to carry out while we are
in their midst. They will be here in a few
minutes. I am very sure that we will be
watched over in every respect, so don’t worry
about our safety. Remember the three young
men in the Babylonian furnace? Only the ropes
burned off and they were unharmed. It will be
the same for us.”
“I know that you are only beginning to have
some feelings and see some mind images from
our angels and guides, so I will listen to their
instructions to us. When I speak to you, our
captors will be blind and deaf to my motions
and words. I will open a channel to your
thoughts so just think whatever you want to tell
me.”
“Let’s go upstairs and get ready for them.” She
said as she pulled me toward the stairs.
“I still get a little shaky at times like these.” I
said.

“Me too.” Ruth said, “But I should know better
by now. Maybe it is better that we look
appropriately scared.”
There was a loud and solid banging on the door.
“Open up. Police.” A commanding voice
shouted.
“Come in. It’s not locked.” Said Ruth.
The door opened and three men in black Kevlar
jackets, with guns at the ready, burst into the
room. “We need you to go downtown with us.”
Said the one in charge, “You were caught
running around the streets today with no RFID.
Bring your coats. It’s cold.”
“Should we search the place? Give it the
usual?” said one of lower rank.
“No! I got these crazy orders not to. Don’t
know why.” Said the person who seemed to be
in charge.
Ruth just smiled to me.
The ride to police headquarters was fast, if a bit
bumpy, in the military HMMMV. We were
escorted into the compound and told to wait in
a holding area. Painted concrete walls and
ceiling, tile floor glared back at me. The
cameras were too obvious, perhaps mostly for
an intimidation effect.

A feeling of anger came over me, anger at the
power that the old government wielded over
everyone, remembering back to some of my
earlier brushes with the law that were totally
unfair. I looked at Ruth and there seemed to be
some blurred motion and elements of her voice,
but it was not clear at all. The angry feelings
subsided as I brought myself back to the
present.
A wave of forgiveness washed over me for all the
victims of the system even those that were
following orders. Ruth came in so very clearly,
the intonation, the words that only I could hear.
I suddenly realized the few small steps that
Ruth had referred to earlier, were accomplished.
If I washed the old thinking out of my mind and
spirit and replaced it with love, forgiveness and
trust in our spirit guides, things became clear. I
could hear Ruth’s voice in all its beauty and I
could hear other voices with hers that were
beautiful too. I could faintly see others in the
room and watch them sit near people who were
crying or put an encouraging arm across
someone’s shoulders. It was easy to tell that
they were our spirit companions because they
were without any clothing and remained
somewhat transparent. They were invisible to
anyone not of the new government.

Then, I heard Ruth think for the first time. I
could feel all over my body the love and
tenderness of those first wordless thoughts. It
was wonderful to the point of joyous tears. I
put my face in the hollow of her shoulder and
neck and thanked her, thanked the DI, by
thought. The world was truly new, and with it,
my spirit.
The first thought that I sensed from, Ruth was
“I will not need to have our captors deaf and
blind to my actions when I talk to you.” Then I
sensed a beautiful peace, a warmth, a feeling of
being seen without eyes and kissed without lips.
These feelings were new, luminous and as soft
as a warm ocean breeze. I felt the same feeling
as the one without legs must have felt when
Jesus said, “Arise and walk...” in this town
almost 2000 years before.
Ruth thought my heart into her hands and gave
to it love, warm purple love, dazzling fireworks
love, and gentle tenderness love as only
thoughts can convey. I answered in kind to
Ruth with all that my new-found channel could
convey. My love for Ruth’s wonderful mind
needed no words to travel on. This sharing,
mind-to-mind, had a whole rainbow of colors
and intensity of feeling. It was a way of feeling I
had never conceived of. This is the way that the
spirits love us.

My mind was filling with possibilities when the
guard motioned for to us to follow him. We
were taken past many labs and offices to a
room with computers and a medical examining
table. There were two chairs in which we were
told to sit and a desk with a chair.
The medical technician entered the room and
sat behind her desk. “We will take the
necessary information from the young woman
first. If you prefer, we can continue in English.”
“Yes please do.” Ruth answered.
“What is your first name?”
“Ruth.”
“And what is your middle name?”
“I have none.”
“Then your last name?”
“I have no last name. I am known only as
Ruth.”
“Hmmmmm, No last name, no middle name or
initial. You may have to be assigned a last
name for our records. But that will come later.
What is your age?”

“Seventy two”
“You certainly don’t look seventy two. I hope
you will share your secret. In what year were
you born?”
“When I first arrived here, we researched that
date and we could only pin it down to a two
year period between 1272 and 1270 BC.”
The technician stood and looked very sternly at
Ruth. “Young woman, I hope you realize the
seriousness of RFID documentation. Honest
answers will certainly speed up the process. I
ask you again the date of your …”
Her voice was drowned by the loudspeaker
system blaring “Liebermann, Steichen, Clouse
and Greg report to room six immediately.” With
a “Stay here till I return.” The technician was
gone.
“Now is our chance.” I sensed Ruth think. “You
work on that computer and I will take this one.
Remove the thumb-screws and take off the
back. Starting from the lower right corner, pull
out the third circuit board to the left and place
it on the table next to mine.”
As soon as our hands were away from the table,
the components on the boards began to melt
and smoke a little. The microcircuit chips
popped and split and then things seemed to

cool down. We carefully picked them up by the
mounting strip, reinserted the boards and
replaced the back covers.
“That should put a permanent end to the RFID
program.” Ruth signaled me. “Those boards
that we just watched fry are the ones that
create and compose the code that goes into the
RFID chip. Without them there will be no
information on the chips. Throughout the
world, the total supply of these boards and the
RFID readers have been destroyed in a similar
manner. Let’s sit down and look bored. They
will be back in less than a minute.”
We were barely sat when our technician strode
into the room with a worried look. “There
seems to be an error in all our RFID computers.
We will have to give you a generic ‘friend’ ID
card and bring you in later when we get this
problem fixed. Keep this card with you at all
times and the ‘Friend or foe’ system that the
soldiers and police have will not let them fire at
you. I will have someone escort you out.”
We left the main door beaming at each other
and walked toward the street. There was a car
at the curb driven by someone in a dark parka.
The channeled message came to us both at the
same moment. “This is Abraham at the end of
the walk. I will take you home. Hop in. It’s
warm in here.”

Once we were out of sight of the police station,
Abraham took off the hood that concealed his
handsome face and short black beard and
mustache. “Welcome to the old ways of national
crowd control.” He said, “There is less control in
their scheme after what you and others did just
now. Congratulations to both of you on a first
mission well done.”
“Thanks.” “Thank you.” We said.
“With all our spirit agents working with us, it’s
rather a one-sided battle.” I said.
“We all will maintain a low profile and tell no
one what we are doing and who we are, except
for the radio broadcasts, of course.” Explained
Abraham. “There are now seventy-five of the
resurrected ones. I, and you also, very soon,
will meet these newly resurrected ones and
listen in on as many of their mind broadcasts
as you can keep straight at once. There is so
much love at these meetings that you wouldn’t
think it was a bunch of old folks from
thousands of years ago. Speaking of love, you
two are doing very well, so I understand, and all
in the space of one day. Tell me, how does it
feel?”
“I must admit I was rather lonely,” Ruth purred,
“at the beginning of the day, but I feel very well
rewarded indeed.” The DI knows the kind of

man I need and want and Charles is just the
man.”
“In all my seventy two years, my dreams never
held such wonderful love. Love has made a new
man of me.” I said.
The gravel crunched a complaint as the car
came to a stop. “Thanks for the ride home, the
news and encouragement.” I said.
“Saying that your meeting us at the police
station was a godsend, seems so obvious in
these days of working with our spirit guides,
but I do thank you very much for looking after
us in spite of your busy schedule.” Ruth said.
“We all decided to call it a day,” Abraham said,”
about the time you were released and it fell to
me because I was going your way. I live less
than a kilometer north in another ISSU. I’ll
pick you up tomorrow at about eleven, when
you have had a chance to get your feet on the
ground.”
“Good night to two wonderful people.”
“Good night, Abraham.” I said.
“Night, and thanks.” Said Ruth.

Chapter 3: Together
Ruth turned the key in the lock and opened our
door. “Come in, my love, it’s been a long first
day together. I have a lot to talk to you about
and a thousand questions about you and this
new life. I can warm up the soup and make
some toast. Do you think that will be enough?”
“Yes, I think so. That sounds very good.” I said.
“There are so many strange and unexpected
aspects of this new body that I was given,
sometimes I don’t know what to think.” She
said, as we prepared our simple meal. “I know
from the thoughts I have received from you,
that you are open to talking about personal
things, but I wanted to verbalize it anyway.”
“I feel as comfortable with your thoughts and
feelings as I do with my own.” I said, offering my
two hands into hers. “Anything you want to
share with me is OK. However, if we take this
to its end point, is there anything that you
think or know about yourself that you do not
want me to know? There is nothing in or about
me that I want to be a secret from you.”
Ruth replied, “I feel that we have nothing to
hold back. Can we agree to share all, withhold
nothing? Agreed?”

“Yes! I easily extend my heart into this
agreement. This will be all to our gain and
nothing to our loss. But, this opens another
question. Through our connection with the
Dayspring to Yahweh, who controls all and
knows everything, we have available knowledge
about us that we long ago forgot or never knew.
Will we share this too?”
A most knowing and sincere love came to me
from Ruth telling me of her concurrence to all
this and more if it were possible. “Let me share
all, everything, my very life, if DI desires it.”
Came to me so very clearly.
“Come into my arms, my love, and share what
you would like to say.” My voice caressed into
her ear.
“I have noticed that I can control most all of my
autonomic functions such as my heart, my
digestion or my blood pressure even though
many of these functions continue automatically
without my awareness. There is a feeling of
knowing what all of me is doing. When I gave
birth to Obed, I was torn and lost feeling in
some parts which was sad for me because I
really enjoy loving my man. I now am more
than restored, especially in my womanly and
reproductive parts, the whole area between my
legs grows and feels warm and very alive in
response to your exciting touch or kiss.” She

said. “It also seems that I only ovulate if and
when I want to. In my old body, my period was
very regular until I was fifty-five or so.”
“When you touch me, my skin catches fire and
ignites electricity all up and down my spine.
You now can share wordlessly these wonderful
feelings as I feel them. Lets do a little mind
sharing. Caress your love into my breasts and
nipples and open your mind to the sensations
that you create in me.” She purred as she
made herself comfortable on the couch.
Even as I observed her motions in reaching the
couch, sitting and then reclining, I could sense
her anticipation of my touch. Then I could
sense her sensing my growing excitement and
desire. The mutual sensing was a powerful
ethereal aphrodisiac. As I moved toward the
couch with a plan to sit at her head and put her
head in my lap, I sensed her knowledge and
eager approval of my plan. My sight was
through her eyes looking at me, and I was fully
understanding my desire and my pleasure as
perceived through her.
Ruth was fully aware of every move and
sensation I experienced as I approached the
couch, sat and moved her head into my lap.
Her awareness was fully in my mind as if I were
in her skin. She could sense the pressure of
her head against me in my desire because she
knew my sensations through my mind. This

mutual knowing spiraled into a whirlwind of
sensations, real and anticipated, ignited into a
firestorm of love and exchanged desire. If we
held still for a moment in our thoughts and
motion, the sensing and knowing reverberated
between us like an organ note echoes and dies
away in a cathedral. Each new emotion or
sensation echoed like new rich notes on the
organ.
I slowly unbuttoned the buttons of Ruth’s
blouse and listened in my mind for her
sensations. She knew what I was seeing as I
watched the objects of our experiment try to
break through the silken fabric. This mind
exchange seemed to make any actual contact of
finger and breast unnecessary. The sensation
of each successive unbuttoning was like a warm
ocean wave breaking over us. At last the fabric
fell away revealing one beautiful and fully
excited breast and then the other. My vision of
her nipples standing at attention on delightfully
full, round, turgid breasts mingled with the
delicious sensations of her breasts from inside
her skin, inside her mind.
I reached out and caressed one nipple between
my fingers and thumb. Fire flowed like liquid
colors from my touch and fireworks leapt from
mind to mind. Wave after wave of delightful
color, delicious thrumming sensations filled my
soul from Ruth’s nipple and breast and then the

other breast joined the fun. “More, steady,
there, yes, there”, purple color, “yes, yes”,
rushing wind sound. These feelings came not
in sentences or even words, but purely as
thought-sensations shared. Her hand added an
affirming caress to my wrist and added its own
color sensation. Her mind was deep into
reveling in the pleasure from our thoughts and
our touch. For me, this woman’s view of her
body in flight was a new, heart pounding,
ecstasy.
Then I sensed the pleasure spreading to her
shoulders, neck, face and ears, and down her
arms. From the center of her chest the urgent
feelings of warmth and desire flowed down to
her navel, then on to her pubic area and set fire
to her there. The inside of her thighs, knees and
on down to her toes came alive and made her
move and moan at my touch. This shared
sensation fully excited her as if it came from the
tender beauty between her legs, filled and
flowed throughout her body even though I was
true to our experiment and touched only her
breasts. My sensing of this experience was a
pleasure and a privilege rare indeed. Feelings of
awe, love and protective care moved me with
compassion. Ruth grasped my hands in hers
and stilled them on her chest to quiet the feast
of feelings. The echoing pleasure refused to die
away and seemed to feed on itself and grow
more insistent and intense. Visions of a
wonderful warm shower wet and slippery on

our skins filled her mind and then my mind and
then ours, completely loosing track of the edges
of our rapidly melding minds. “Undress me and
I will undress you.” We sensed from us.
Four hands tenderly removed the garments that
were totally unnecessary here. Her smooth skin
gently revealed the strength of her and made
every curve of well developed breasts and hips
palpably attractive. Ruth had been given the
most beautiful body I had ever witnessed. My
hand glided over hips so smooth as to put any
fabric to shame, down her belly and slowly into
her hair that felt like curly silk. Our lips met
and caressed, teeth nibbled; tongue twining
sliding, breath shared, mind-in-mind, hearts
danced together and beat in unison. “Don’t
ever stop.” Stood out in the tumult of our
thoughts and sensations.
We shared in the warmth and wetness of the
shower, shared our mind’s delight in sensations
of soap-smoothed skin and shared again with
pledged love that eternity could not dim. Two
hearts danced to the music of the water
drumming on our skin. Hands and minds
explored all our formerly secret places.
Sensations too intense to act on in the shower
came to us with thoughts of bedroom delights.
Shared terry cloth touching every part of us
only inflamed us more.

The bed caressed us, each in our own way, yet
the concept of singly sensing was loosing its
hold on our reality. All our desires and
sensations, love, pleasure, pain, sorrow, urges,
hungers, had become the awareness of the one
shared entity we now were, in every possible
condition and situation. Our two minds
entwined inextricably in the soul’s love music.
Our two bodies became one in the finest
possible sense and the widest interpretation.
Thought and sense mixed until we could not tell
our two selves apart. Love and discovery
blended with spiritual gifts and earthly delights.
Sleep came later, much later in a tangle of
limbs, sweat, and echoing and re-echoing
ecstasy. My mind had crossed the threshold of
fully sensing and completely understanding
what it is to be all that a woman can be. This
lovemaking could not be attributed to one or the
other of us but reverberated across the spaces
of our beings, one pinnacle of ecstasy after
another until thought could bring climax
without any motion at all. Our shared mind
laid before each of us, the other’s sensations
and allowed mutual synchronization of climax
and echo on echo as never before possible.
“I feel completely safe in your love.” Ruth
breathed into my ear. “Every thought of yours
and every touch and every move you made in
me, said to me ‘You are my woman now and for
ever.’ I now have experienced how it feels to be
a man in love; how your heart reaches out to

me in wordless devotion. When I feel your arms
reach for me and pull me to you, I want to melt
into you, onto you, envelope your warmth with
my tenderest touch. I need you now. You are
me and I am you. We are truly one. Even if we
are worlds apart our minds and love will find
each other. Hold me, my love, my darling, now,
and forever.”
I held her, if not forever, at least for the first
part of it.

Chapter 4: Resurrections
When I awoke, Ruth was handing me a hot cup
of tea and delicious slices of mango. The feeling
and taste of mango filled my senses and I was
puzzled since I was, as yet, just looking at them.
Then I realized that Ruth was munching on a
slice herself and her sensations were mine. We
exchanged thoughts for several seconds and,
after some very tender morning greetings, I
learned that we were to go to the new
government headquarters to meet the other
members and see what lay ahead for all of us.
“I am going to speak to you in English, for now,
for two reasons.” Ruth announced. “The first is
that I like the music of your voice and I know
that you like the lilt of mine. The second is that
I need to develop my skills in English and widen
my vocabulary. Just reduce your sensitivity to
my thoughts somewhat so you can hear my
spoken words. Use my thoughts as a second
channel for the meaning of my words. If I am
using this language of English, given to me by a
miracle, in an improper or inefficient way, you
can help me to speak correctly. We also need to
improve our Hebrew so we will not look so
much like tourists. The language that I spoke
in my other life shared many sounds and
concepts with modern Hebrew. However, if I
spoke it today, no one would understand me.
There is also much talk of a new pure universal

language. It is based on the language of Adam
and Noah and the gist of it is in my mind. You
understand this language, I know, and I would
like you to tell me more about it?”
“There have come to me many messages about
the new language.” I explained, “Some were
several years ago that led me to patent some of
the concepts of our new spoken language and
written language. They should be
interconvertable. That is, as we speak into a
computer, the computer is capable of presenting
on its screen a text that contains all the
emotion, regional color and inflection that was
in the voice, encoded within the design, shape
and color of the text. The computer can then
use the encoded information to recreate the
voice of the speaker with every nuance the
speaker included.”
“I understand the concept, but it would be such
a bother to require the computer to interpret.”
Ruth said, “Even with the latest small
computers, though they are truly jewel-like
marvels, it could be a bother.”
“The computer is necessary because the average
human brain of 2009 is not capable of doing the
transforms and mathematical computations
that are required to go from a sound in the air
to the proper font and styles on the screen.” I
explained, “However, you, with your perfect

brain, perfect memory and superb control of
your voice, can be taught to read the text on the
screen and impersonate the original speaker
quite well. You also have the necessary skills to
draw, from memory, the proper image after
listening to someone speak. This would require
an inhuman speed of your hands to keep up
with the speaker in real time, word for word. I
don’t believe that this type of drawing is a good
use of the human mind and hand even if
someone were able to do it. Better for the
iPhone to do the heavy Fourier transforms 12
and integrations.”
“So I could read from the computer screen or
paper, but I would not normally write?” Ruth
asked.
“Yes,” I said, “the language can still be written
by hand, it just would not have all the emotion
and other information encoded into it. If you
want to write a book or report, you only need to
speak to the computer to have it record all that
you have to say and have your voice
information permanently identify you as the
author.”
“However, enough of that. We don’t have much
time before Abraham will be here for us. What
do you normally wear at these meetings?”
Ruth looked at me with a smile and said, “I
have a surprise for you. I purchased this gown

for you before I knew who the Charles Brunton
was. Actually, when we are together as a group
of resurrected ones and ambassadors, like you
who have come to join us, we do not feel the
need for clothing. We are all very beautiful in
our new bodies and, like Adam before the
incident with the apple, feel very comfortable in
the nude. However, there is a certain good
natured competition to be very well adorned
with jewelry, sashes, bindis, gowns, sandals as
we feel comfortable. Not to cover up, but to
enhance.”
“Hmmmmm.” I purred. “So what kind of a
gown can you have bought me? I tried to listen
in on your thoughts to see if I could tell, but
there was only silence on that subject.”
“Yes, my love,” she cooed “I can’t surprise you if
I transmit that. I will never withhold in any
other circumstance. Now close your eyes.”
Ruth took my hand and led me to her closet. I
heard the doors open and then felt the garment
tenderly placed on my shoulders. It felt cool,
light and silky as we walked to the mirror.
“Now open your eyes.” She said. “Think about
me thinking about you.”
Her thoughts were delicious, but the sight of the
gown was astounding. The fabric was a

transparent purple weave and woven into it
were thousands of very fine optical fibers
flashing reds, blues, purples in beautiful waves
and undulations. The more I sensed Ruth, the
more the colors danced and sang. If I slowed
my thoughts and thought of the empty sky, the
patterns were simple and undulated to the beat
of my heart. As the fabric rippled over a knee or
elbow the colors danced brightly. My eyes must
have been as wide as my smile.
“It is powered by the heat of your body.” She
said, “And it uses any kind of electromagnetic
wave that it can pick up from your body, or
others, if they are close, to build the ripples and
undulations. Your heart, your muscles, even
your brain waves are used. I am very glad that
you like it so much.”
“It leaves me feeling a bit exposed.” I said, “Will
people think I am showing off?”
“Not really. After the novelty wears off, the
fancy garments usually decorate the chairs and
leave the people free to dance and glide
unencumbered. It is a wonderful feeling to be
free of clothing, free of critical stares,
encouraged and appreciated. I’m sure that you
will fit right in with delight. Now let’s put it
back in the bag and get dressed to go. I’ll show
you mine when we get there.”

Abraham was punctual and the ride to the
meeting place was smooth. Those police and
other authorities who might have peered into
the car to discover us, seemed to have any
number of better places to look. We felt well
protected as we compared notes with Abraham.
“Charles,” Abraham announced, “You will be
called on to present some of your thoughts and
designs on the universal language and your
patents. We have downloaded a good selection
of your work from your web site and the patent
site. I think you will have plenty of material for
the presentation projector. Our presentation
expert can find anything that is missing in a
flash, so don’t worry.”
“Ruth”, Abraham continued, “will update us
with the creation of Department of Food,
Nutrition and Healing.”
“Some of the other speakers you will hear today
will be Moses, speaking on law and law
education for the people. He says that Jesus’
two commandments surely make the job easier.
One look at the current Jewish religious law,
3000 years, and 10,000 laws, after the ten
commandments were issued, exposes what the
bureaucracy of men can do.”
“Seth is going to speak on travel and
transportation. And I will be speaking on
government organization.”

“But, here we are. I’ll let you out and go park
the car.”
The meeting place was unpretentious and
would not attract attention; more like a
warehouse than anything else. However, inside,
the atmosphere was alive with thoughts and
ethereal electricity.

There were three or four hundred people at the
meeting counting the recently inducted and the

second in command. Fortunately for me there
were name tags and I had Ruth at my side. I
stayed tuned to Ruth to get the latest on each
one as we made our way to meet and greet. We
met, in turn, Adam, Eve, Cain, Able, Enoch,
Sarah, Rebekah, Rachel, Seth, Methuselah,
Noah, Lamech, Shem and wife, Ham and wife,
Japheth and wife, Sarah, Hagar, Ketura,
Milcah, Judith, Jethro, Moses, Zipporah, Isaac,
Lot, David, Samson, Solomon, Joshua, Samuel,
Nehemiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Hosea, Jonah,
Rahab, Delilah, Abigail, The Queen of Sheba,
Esther, Shadrach, Meshach, Abednigo and
others I could not count nor recognize.
“Lets get changed.” Ruth said, as she tugged on
my elbow. “Changing rooms and restrooms are
this way.”
We went into a small booth, shut the door and
pulled the hi-tech clothing out of the transport
bag. Mine seemed to have traveled well with no
extra bends or creases. As I busied myself
putting the street clothes into the bag, I
happened to look back at Ruth. I had to look
twice to believe my eyes.
“What in the world is that?” I blurted out. “I
have never seen anything so beautiful before in
all my life.”

There in front of me was my wonderful Ruth
stunning in her physical naked beauty, or so it
seemed from the conforming fit of the
translucent garment, but the shimmering
iridescent colors flowed from her throat down
over her body and down the sleeves and down
the skirt split to the armpit and loosely held
with thin gold chains.
“You like it?” she asked, as she turned from
deep purple to blue-grey to smoky grey and
then the color split open in 20 vertical petals all
around showing iridescent pulsing of her heart
from blue-violet to purple between the petals.
“It really doesn’t emit any light, but changes the
light that hits it by electronically controlled
diffusion gratings. Birds make their dazzling
colors in somewhat the same way, or so I was
told when I bought it.”
“I am stunned; absolutely stunned. As will be
everyone who sees you. Now let’s go see what
the competition has to offer.”
The whole floor was awash in scintillating color
and dancing beauty reflecting the delight,
desires, joy, breath and heartbeat of all who
cared to show them. The same technologies
that we were wearing were fashioned into so
many different and delightful outfits. Some
were wearing only gold studded with diamondlike stones of every color. Some had crowns
and hats that changed with mood and thought.

Some were stunningly chocolate, beautiful in
nothing at all. And, all were beautiful in grace
and gait, involved in a communal dance,
choreographed by subtle mind messages that
let everyone touch but not collide. We joined in,
with our smiles, radiant and unstoppable. The
feeling of love was so very strong from us to
everyone and from everyone to us. Tears flowed
and hugs abounded to welcome so many long
lost friends, loves and legends of the bible.
Souls last known as dimmed with age, injury, or
death’s pallor, shone with the radiant gift of
true life. Every spirit in this room understood
that this was the beginning of the restoration of
all that was lost by Adam; the beginning of the
end of all sorrow and sadness. The warm
radiance, brought by the peaceable king and all
the kingdom to all mankind, flowed in the
hearts of everyone here.
I thought to Ruth; ‘Whither thou goest, I will go.
Whither thou lodgest, I will lodge. Thy people
shall be my people and thy God, my God.’
Her sobs of joy and tears fell gently against my
neck and mingled with mine as we embraced
with arms, heart and spirit. Time held still for a
moment for us to share in depth our new, yet
ages old, love and appreciation of all that we
had been given. We looked clearly into the vista
behind our natural eyes where the riches of who

we really are, exist. We loved and wept and
loved.
Only then did I realize that my quoted message
of love and devotion, thought to Ruth, had gone
beyond the two of us. It reverberated through
the hundreds that were there that afternoon as
a tearful delight, a joy of thanksgiving to the
Dayspring for each beautiful person here and
this wonderfully portentous day.
There was someone coming to the microphone
on stage. It was Abraham with an
announcement. “I am reluctant to report, in the
midst of such joy, some sad news to be. In
approximately 4 minutes there will be a very
large explosion on the temple mount and the
“Dome of the Rock” mosque will cease to exist.
Blocked access to the western ‘wailing’ wall and
the temple mount has been in effect for the last
two days ostensibly due to work that involves
blasting on the road below to the East. Two
trucks that contain liquid oxygen and liquid
propane were permitted to be on the road below
to assist in blasting. However, the contents of
the trucks has been released through tunnels
into the mosque above and a “Palestinian”
rocket will ignite the mixture any moment now.
We know this through our spiritual members so
act accordingly.
The government plan is to blame the large
explosion on explosives stored by terrorists in

the Dome of the Rock and blame the rocket on
terrorists with bad aim. We will wait and see
how far they get with that lie.
Lets have a moment of silence for our hearts to
go out to those who must bear the pain, death
and destruction that is inescapably part of the
end of these present loveless systems.
The shock thudded into us from more than two
miles away.

Chapter 5: Damage Control
All minds are in agreement, celestial and
terrestrial, that we should postpone the rest of
our meeting until next time we meet. As you
make your way home, you will be completely
secure and encouraged to lend assistance
wherever you can. There are some first-aid and
other supplies at the door available for
everyone.
No one bothered to use the changing rooms to
change into street clothes and all were ready to
leave in a few minutes. Abraham agreed to take
Adam and Eve home on our way home. At the
door, there were some tools and equipment in
addition to the first-aid supplies. Abraham and
I selected bolt cutters, a hand-truck, a wrecking
bar and some other small tools and supplies
that would fit in the car trunk. We loaded
ourselves and the gear and set out.
The first part of the journey was from the west
of the temple mount toward the mount. There
was little evidence of the blast, but as we got
closer to the mount, the higher portions of
buildings were thrown to the street. We tried to
find a higher route that would let us see the
area to the west of the mount. When we were
able see it, devastation was everywhere. The
blast, whether by design or not, was much
stronger than necessary to remove the mosque.
For a quarter mile to the west of where the

mosque had stood, and to the Northwest and
the Southwest, the homes, businesses and all
that had been there was leveled. All was in a
state of wailing and chaos. Our hearts sank
and went out to them without thought as to
whether they were Arab or Jew or Christian or
whatever. Going forward was impossible so we
made our way south slowly to some streets that
led to the highway on the east of the mount.
Adam and I walked ahead of the car and used
the hand-truck to move the heavier stones and
debris. Following our angel’s advice as to the
voltage present, we cleared downed wire and
cable for us and for the emergency vehicles that
we met. Violence, however necessary for DIs
plan, is always a blow to the sensitive heart and
tender spirit. Our tears mixed with the dust of
many millennia of conflict, hatred and hope.
The area to the south of the mount was badly
strewn with debris from the Al-Aqsa mosque
which was also totally destroyed. Our progress
was slow with much clearing of shattered
wooden beams, roof materials and crushed
masonry. Turning north around the Southeast
corner of the mount, the going became much
easier. There were few buildings, because of the
large cemeteries to the east of the mount, to
contribute debris, until well beyond the
highway. We returned the tools and hand truck
to the trunk and picked our way through the
obstructions toward home.

“Adam, I would like to ask you and Eve some
questions about your long lives before the flood,
if you feel up to it now.” I said. “There are
factors in that pre-flood environment which
bear on our future that we can only estimate.”
“We are still somewhat short on technical
vocabulary in English to answer your questions,
but we are willing to do our best. What
questions come to mind first?”
“I have studied the evidence and have come to
the conclusion that the air was more dense,
that is, more air pressure, before the flood than
it is now. Is that true as you see it?” I asked.
“Has the air pressure changed from right after
the flood till now?” asked Eve.
“As far as we can determine,” I replied, “there
has been no change of more than one half of
one percent since the flood.”
“In that case,” said Eve, “I think there was more
air pressure and I will tell you why I think so.
When I took a deep breath in my former life, it
felt like more air, more substance, was being
pulled into my lungs. When we would run or
leap into the river, the air seemed to offer more
resistance or support than it does now. The
wind had more force for the same motion. As I
wave my hand in the air here, there is much

less resistance. So, I agree, there is less
pressure now than in those former days.”
“I agree with Eve,” said Adam, “for yet another
reason. When I would hold my breath as in
diving in the water, I could stay under longer
than now. Also, when I run in this atmosphere,
my endurance is much reduced. I feel like I
can’t catch my breath.
During my almost 1000 year life, there was no
perceptible change in the air.“
“I believe” I said, “that Noah noticed the same
factors which you just spoke of and he
experienced the change in about a year as he
was on the Ark. Although, for you it seems like
an instantaneous change. When you died, the
pressure was high. In the blink of an eye, as
you experienced it, you were brought back to
life and the pressure was low.”
“Yes” said Eve, “The instant I was brought to life
I knew things in the air were changed.”
“For the whole resurrection process to be
complete,” I continued, “the whole world, and
everyone in it, will have to receive all the
environmental, nutritional and spiritual
blessings that you and Eve enjoyed in Eden.
We are still some way from that happy
condition.”

“I don’t know how DI’s going to accomplish the
changes to the world and its people, but those
changes are promised to all those resurrected
with perfect bodies at this time. All of you are
examples of those who were resurrected perfect.
My perfection, which I can feel progressing
daily, will take a while longer.”
“Also, all who ever lived on earth, and can call
the two of you father and mother, will be
resurrected during what is left of the 1000 year
millennium. Each of these will need the new
environmental conditions as their bodies
develop to human perfection.”
The evening passed all too quickly with much
exchanged verbally and mind-to-mind. Ruth
and I had known Adam and Eve only through
the bible and some word of mouth information
in Ruth’s case. Tears were shared when Adam
told of Eve’s creation and the wonderful
inseparable love that grew between them, only
for Adam to be presented with the fruit by Eve.
The thought of Eve going on a different path
from himself was too much for Adam to bear.
Adam gladly shared the offered fruit out of his
great love and devotion throwing the
consequences to the wind.
We ate and loved and slept.

Chapter 6: Life Itself
I awoke starkly alone. I could detect some
warm chaotic dream fragments from the
sleeping form of Ruth, and from my spirit
guides, I sensed an endless vastness
thrumming with loving tenderness not directed
to anyone in particular, but of all colors, all
frequencies of the loving spectrum. I
remembered the thrill of my first searches of the
short-wave dial, listening for something in
english and aware of the universe 13 that spoke
in whistlers and thumps in the spaces between
the designated frequencies.

This new spiritual channel spoke to me of DI’s
love, directed through the antilutron to all of
the souls on earth whether they be human,
animal, plant, or the very rocks of the planet.

Legions of angels and other spirit beings silently
going about Christ’s plan. It was truly
awesome.
I thought; “Are you really there?” and the swift
reply was more a sensation than words. “Yes,
we are here, loving, guiding and teaching you.”
My thoughts turned to the living wonder that
lay beside me and where this current of events
was taking us. I knew, as in the momentous
decision made by Adam to follow his Eve, that I
would be with Ruth come what may. I knew
that the world oppression in the name of
security was at its peak and the revolution soon
to follow was igniting.14 The way through the
revolution for us would be intense, startling and
yet without harm to us and to all who truly
loved and trusted the Lord.
The new atmosphere and the “swaddling
bands”15 of clouds that would bring complete
healing to all life on the planet were not yet. The
coming mayhem prevented us from choosing
some place to create a garden and establish a
home for all time.16 The work of our hands was
perishable not yet having the promised
permanence17 whereof the bible speaks. It was
a joy to contemplate, but too much to think
about just now. ‘One day at a time.”18 I told
myself.

My thoughts were interrupted by a most tender
beckoning. I turned to Ruth and enfolded her
in my warmth as her arms tightly encircled me.
Volumes of love were exchanged with out a word
as we melted into each other. All my former love
relationships were “as through a glass darkly”.
This loving was “face to face, knowing (each the
other) as we are known”19 by DI. Lovemaking
had a rich added depth and a whole new
meaning. What a wonderful way to begin this
new day.
We looked at each other in surprise as our
shared senses detected the lovely fragrance of
fresh strawberries and oranges. We laughed
together as we realized that Adam and Eve had
fixed us breakfast after staying the night.
Clothing was certainly not necessary in the
shower or at the breakfast table. Adam and Eve
were as beautiful as DI originally made them,
glowing with inner light and energy. The
conversation at the table turned to restitution.
“Do you” I asked our guests “feel that your
bodies and minds are restored to your justcreated qualities?”
“Oh, quite so.” said Eve “However, I feel that I
am carrying a burden of sorrow that we did not
have in those first weeks and months. We were
completely care free. There was nothing to
sadden or perturb us in any way. We were in a
magnificent garden with plenty of the most

delicious foods to eat, never too hot or too cool,
no danger of sunburn, and all the animals were
as close to us as the best modern pets.”
Ruth and I could tell that Adam was enjoying
the thoughts and clear detailed memories that
Eve’s discussion was bringing forth. I could see
in the warm looks between Earth’s first lovers
that lovemaking was a wonderful part of their
days too. Adam looked at Eve with a question
on his face. Eve smiled shyly and then with a
wide grin and a nod of her head, they shared
some of their best early lovemaking experiences
with us mind to mind. Their tender
explorations, in those first love exchanges, were
full of an awe for the way DI had made them
and a deep loving sensitivity in willing good,
each for the other. They shared a world of
delightful kissing, caressing, touching, and
nibbling exploration, and all sexual pleasures
both physical and mind to mind.
It was clear to all four of us that DI had made
the human being to delight in sensuousness
and lovemaking. It was also equally clear that
the forces of evil, unloving minds, down through
6000 years of human history, had completely
corrupted this blessing and had dragged
sensuality and sexuality down into the gutter
and worse.
Adam broke the silence with “We have a long
way to go to repair this damage. We will,

without a doubt, see those repairs become real
for the human family, or the DI’s immutable
promise of restitution20 could not take place.”

Chapter 7: Lost Regained
“Adam,” I said “I have read many times in many
places in the bible of the ‘times of restitution’ 21.
I understand that many aspects of your
environment and your relationship with DI and
His angels changed when you were expelled
from the garden of Eden. I would like to hear
from you just what was lost and thereby
understand what we will regain when ‘all things
are made new’ 22 by Christ and all the loving
powers of heaven.
“Hmmm, yes. However, I understand from the
recent lessons we have had on restitution, that
the list would be very long.” Adam replied, “But
surely we can write down the more important
ones. Let me see. Where shall I start? What
would be the most important?”
“I will say right out that restitution applies
primarily to the physical earth, its space
environment, and all the life on it. Things in
heaven are also changing as we speak.”
“The thought of writing this down made me
think of one aspect of restitution.”
“From the time I was created and given the One
Pure Language 23 until I died 930 years later,”
Adam continued, “we did not have a written
language. We made drawings and art of many
forms, but we had no need to write because of

our excellent memories. Anything that I set out
to remember I never forgot. Messages to others
were sent by messenger and the messenger had
perfect recall of the message. Life experiences
were told, sometimes performed, to sons and
daughters who kept the story perfectly for their
sons and daughters. There was no need of
writing.”
“As I approached the end of my life, I did notice
the slipping away of facts, names and such, but
I could always rely on those around me to
supply the missing element.”
“Would you like some fresh figs or grapes?”
asked Eve, “I brought some with us. I intended
them for a picnic after the meeting yesterday.
It’s so sad that all this violence is necessary to
send away the old ways and make space for the
new. I am sustained by the thought that there
is a new, restored world waiting in the future for
everyone.”
Eve knew of our delight and desire for the
refreshment without a word being said. Eve
also sensed that Ruth was eager to share in the
food preparation and extended a hand to her
since she was seated on a cushion on the floor.
They danced into the kitchen hand-in-hand.
“My computer will make our restitution list
available to billions of people; anyone who

would like a copy.” I explained, “What will be
first on the list?”24
“A perfectly functioning brain and mind is my
pick for number one. Without that, nothing else
can truly be appreciated.” Adam said, “All the
other items on the list are needed to support
the mind at the head of the list.”
“A fine selection for number one.” I said, “Now
for number two. Aha, I have it.”
“I pick the beautiful relationship we have with
the spiritual realm to be number two.” I said,
“You and Eve had that same communion in
Eden?”
“Yes, I, then we, did. It gave us family even
though we could not see them most of the time.
There were just two humans in the whole empty
world. The communion was a blessing without
which we would have failed.”
“One may think that the entry of sin into the
scene was our failure. But I think not. I can
see now, and even dimly in those early days,
that it was an integral, though painful, part of
DI’s plan.”
“We were so naively accustomed to taking every
thought and urge from our spiritual
companions as wholesome truth, that Eve was
totally off guard when she was lied to by Lucifer,

the ‘covering angel’ 25. I knew that her
disobedience meant death for her.”
“It sent a cold, sick feeling through me to think
that I might go on living without Eve. I ate the
apple knowingly, but happily, thinking that I
would share her spirit, love and person until the
fate of death would overtake us. Little did I
know that it would take a few years less than
one thousand for us to die and six thousand
years of sadness, pain and death to bring to this
moment and this time of restitution. I have
shudders of joy and thankfulness to realize that
this wonderful spiritual communion has
returned, never, ever to be withdrawn again.”
“A very good choice for number two.”
“And what would you lovers like to drink?” Ruth
said with a wink, “There is cool water, orange
juice, and grape juice.
“If there is plenty, I will have some grape juice.
It is the purple Concord kind I hope.” I said.
“Everything sounds good, but I think I would
rather have orange just now.” said Adam.
“Speaking of lovers,” I said, “It sounds like you,
Eve, and Adam became rather good at
lovemaking.”

“Well, yes,” said Eve, “Back in the original
garden there were no silly taboos and no church
or other organization had labeled it a sin. We
made love in the grass, in the river, on our bed.
If it was tender, loving, sensuous, and didn’t
hurt, we tried it. I liked it in the river. It was
exceedingly sensuous with the little currents of
water caressing me everywhere. Sometimes my
orgasms were so powerful that I mostly lost
consciousness, and Adam had to hold me above
water. It was so very delicious to surrender my
whole being to the man I trusted with life itself.
So sweet, so very sweet.
Most of the really beautiful memories that I
have were feelings that went on in my head
which we shared mind to mind. You wouldn’t
be able to notice by watching me. I also was
very vocal. With only two people in the world,
who is to notice?”
That we are made by DI to share our love and
tenderness sexually, I find absolutely awesome.”
said Ruth, “He must have been thinking some
very loving thoughts when He created us.”
“I think,” said Eve, “that a restored sexuality
would get my vote for number three in our list.”
“What a beautiful thought and contribution.”
Said Adam.

Chapter 8: Surprise
I awoke to the background hum of the universe
in my mind with a trickle of the conversation
between Ruth and somewhere out there
entering in. Ruth came in from the kitchen and
knelt down on the bed, started to say something
then thought better of it.
She leaned over until my face was captive
between her breasts, pressed them together,
caressing my face and sighed a long, happy
moan. She brought all of her close to me, as
close as she could get, and gave me a whole
body to body embrace. I could tell she was
mostly withholding her thoughts from me with
some very delicious snippets being offered. The
first thoughts coming to me that were in
language were “I want to surprise you with the
full force of my feelings for you, spilled at once
to wash you away with the power of them.” The
next moment, shared waves of her pent up
desire, warmth, sensual hunger and eagerness
sent my mind reeling with returned love,
thankfulness and kisses.
My fingers found her nipples somewhere by my
ears and my tongue found the warmth between
her breasts. I knew from the past that my
caresses on her nipples would drive her into a
frenzy and the mind sharing now was a
wonderful reward. I could sense the gathering
intensity of pleasure that was quickly kindling

in every part of her. Ruth showered me with a
pungent jasmine and rose scented garden so
intense that I almost sneezed. I replied with
white chocolate and vanilla all slithery added to
the sweet sweat between us. Her orgasm was
soon and the colors, aroma, and loving sounds
of her sexual fire echoed in the wide celestial
spaces of our spiritual corridors.
“Aaaaaaaaaa, Yes! Oh Yes! Oooooooo.”
“Oh Charles!”
“My love!”
“Sweetie! yes! yes! Oh more! Yes! Oh, yes!”
“Fly, Ruth, my love. Fly with me.”
We raced with hearts beating in synchrony to
the precipitous leap into the abyssal ecstasy of
climactic orgasm shared so intensely mind-inmind. I held onto Ruth as her mind shut down
to just the pleasures and sensations of orgasm,
and the involuntary thrashing and spasms that
the mind showers on the body. She would have
squirmed herself right off of me, her abandon
was so complete. Colors were brilliant crimson
and purple and shooting fireworks of the psyche
illuminated the etherial dark warmth in our
shared vision. Many minutes we lay in awe of
the shared sexual sunset of unparalleled color,
peace and beauty. Many times we shared so
completely in our shared-mind sexual ecstasy
that we would ask ourselves whose orgasm it
was. Breakfast was delayed as we pleasured
each other again and again.

“As lovely and spontaneous as it was,” Ruth
said after we had finished our meal, “our
lovemaking was not the surprise that is
reserved for you today. We are going to see an
old friend of mine, who has come here to help
our cause, be restored to her primal beauty.
There will be a small celebration with some
special things to eat and feelings to share after
we bless her with the restoration.”
“Oh, wonderful, that will be a surprise and a
delight.” I said, “Who is this person?”
“She is Anacaona Sunstorm from Mexico. Her
name is from the history of the Caribbean and
has pleasant meanings, but she mostly goes by
Ana. She is 98 years old tomorrow. We met
several months ago at a general meeting. Her
heart is very young, but her body is in need of
repair. Listen. I think I hear Abraham in his
car outside.”
No sooner had Ruth uttered her words, than we
heard in our heads together Abraham’s cheerful
“Hello and good morning to the two of you. You
seem to be full of life and light today.”
“I think he senses what we have been up to this
morning.” I whispered.
“It seems to work that way when you share
though the ether.” Ruth replied.

Ana stepped out of the car and greeted us with
warmest hugs and cheerful words in broken
English. I sensed instantly that she was not
able to speak in the ether and that her language
skills were, as yet, undeveloped.
I had expected to ride into the city and my
puzzlement as we headed out to the desert
came to Abraham.
“I sense your puzzlement,” Abraham tuned into
my mind, “that we are going out into the desert.
The freedom of the wind and the bright sun
remind Ana of her home in Mexico. She chose
to be restored at a special place in the desert
that you will soon see. I also sense a curiosity
about what we are going to be doing.”
I looked at Ruth to see if she was hearing too,
and she smiled warmly at me from my shoulder.
“I think I can fill you in on most of the main
points before we get there. If Ana should have
any questions or conversation, I will give her
first priority.”
“Ana has a heart of gold and all her life she has
dedicated herself to her family, friends and
community to a degree that would put most of
us to shame. In doing so, she sacrificed her
own health to give to others. In her youth, she
studied many religions and rejected most of

what they were teaching as untrue and
unloving. She pieced together her own God and
her own faith from her heart and from her
experience. Some of what we are here for has
seeped into her mind so far, but her mind is
damaged and cannot retain much of what she
experiences. We need her to be whole to help in
several areas of our program and we have been
granted the opportunity to restore her to what
her undamaged DNA would make her. You will
see first hand what happens as it transpires.”
“I think I see it!” Ana exclaimed. “Is that it over
there? You know that I don’t see so well.”
We all looked where Ana was pointing. A small
dune of white sand had crested the hill like a
snowdrift. After pulling off to the side of the
road, Abraham opened the trunk and handed
me a small rake. He handed Ruth a white quilt
and some other items. We picked our way
through the rocks to the beginning of the dune
as Abraham helped Ana. I was instructed to
smooth off the top of the dune in a spot about
the size of the quilt, which I did. Ruth and I
spread the quilt out on the smooth spot.
Another presence became felt among us and we
looked around and at each other. The
archangel was on the opposite side of the quilt
at Ana’s head looking very pleasant and
somewhat transparent.

Abraham explained to Ana that she should lie
on one side of the quilt, close her eyes, and
make herself comfortable. There would be some
slight dislocation of her thought, but there
would be no fear or pain.
All our eyes were on the archangel at this point
and we watched as the angel raised both arms
to the sky, knelt, extended both arms to Ana,
and said, “I only have power as I am given. Our
DI has given me the power of renewal which I
exercise as a gift from the BEGINNING to all
mankind and to you who are gathered here.”
Ana’s old form seemed to lose substance and as
we watched, her new form appeared to her
right; a woman’s body, flawless in every way
and beautiful to behold. All that was left of the
old body were the fillings from her teeth and the
clothes and jewelry that she had been wearing.
We could see a family resemblance to the old
Ana with wonderful glossy black hair, perfect
features and feet and hands that bore no hint of
nearly 100 years of toil. One of the many
striking differences was her height. She had
been a small woman; now she was slightly taller
than Ruth. Her luminous dark eyes opened as
she sat up with a bright smile and spoke
perfectly in the new language which I was just
learning. “I like this new body.” she said as she
stood up and danced a bit. We were all tearfully
joyful.

The archangel was smiling from ear to ear as we
heard the word “peace” echo in the ether as if
from the mountains.
Ana looked at us, smiled, and realized that she
had no clothes. She could hear our etherial
chorus of affirmation and acceptance of her
nudity and she looked down at her form and
smiled very warmly. Ruth handed her a very
fine white robe that seemed to sparkle with its
own light. It did not hide very much, but was
so very beautiful on her, conforming to her
human freshness.
Ruth said to Ana, “The robe is very special,
symbolic, and should be worn as often and
wherever it is appropriate.”. She then turned to
me with a smile as warm and bright as the sun
and said, “Charles, It is your turn.”.
A small shock went through me as I realized
that the surprise for me today was my renewal.
I eagerly lay down on the quilt and watched the
angel bring the sky to me. There was a small
hitch in time as my point of view shifted from
my old body to my new one. I felt all anxiety
and tension dispel from my being. All fog,
however vague, dissipated from my mind. My
eyes were perfect. A quick check with my
tongue told me my teeth were too. I stood and
hugged everyone, thankful to all the spiritual
powers for this wonderful gift. “Peace” again
echoed from the spiritual mountains. Only then

did I realize that I too, had gained some in
height.
All four of us thanked the angel, mind-to-mind,
as the air where we were looking cleared
without a trace. Ruth handed me a beautiful
robe like the one she gave Ana which was a
silky sensual pleasure to wear and sparkled in
the evening sunlight.
We picked up our clothing, our old bits and
pieces, and the quilt. The world seemed brighter
and more fragrant as we walked back to the car.
A freshening wind which swept our robes and
clothing and would soon spread a rippled
pattern over the spot I had raked in the sand.
Abraham helped Ana to traverse the rocks even
though she could have danced over them
herself. One reason for Abraham’s attention to
Ana was obvious. Her beauty, as was Ruth’s,
was stunningly radiant. However, there did
seem to be a growing mutual attraction. We
could guess from the looks and smiles between
them, that the exceedingly wonderful falling in
love at warp speed, which happens mind-tomind, was in progress. The tenderest caress to
the cheek, with a very lingering kiss on
Abraham’s lips, left us with no doubt. Ana
knew every facet of the love she wanted to give
and to receive. She had found all that, and
more, in Abraham.

As Ana shed her robe to put on her street
clothes, the natural wonder of her youthful
chocolate beauty shone in the sunshine. I
opened a channel to her to express my
appreciation of her fine new form and she
responded very sweetly, thanking me for the
respect and love that I sent with my
appreciation.
Ana contended with her bra for a moment and
said, “That thing certainly is not going to work
for me any more.” and tossed it into the car.
She slid into her panties and her top, which
would only button at the lower buttons, and
struggled into her pants. “Look at these pants,”
she exclaimed, “they only reach half way down
my legs and they don’t even come up to my
navel.” She burst out laughing and so did we,
even though it was a very sexy jumble.
My clothes were a bad fit too, though not as bad
as hers, and seemed suddenly out of date. I
looked at Ruth asking if she approved of the
new me. She pulled me into a tenderly special
embrace and danced her fingers up my back.
“You feel just right for my body.” she purred, “I
always wanted my man to be taller than me and
now you are. That, with all the other renewing,
feels wonderful. We will, though, have to get
some new things for you to wear.”
“Here is the first thing I want you to put onto
the new me.” I said to Ruth as I handed her the

ring I wore to the renewal. “I want you to be the
one to place it on my finger to symbolize the
promise of our future together.” “With this
ring,” She said “I acknowledge that we are one
in heart, in spirit, in hope, and in future joy,
continuing from this day forward without end.”
We dissolved into tears of joy and melted into
each other’s embrace. Abraham and Ana
warmly included us in their embrace. Four
hearts danced at peace in the sun.

Chapter 9: The Gift
“I have been to several renewals and it always
moves something very deep inside of me to see
the gift from the antilutron26, given to yet
another of DI’s children.” Abraham said as we
rode home, “In due time every one of the human
race now alive, and most all who ever lived on
this earth, will see renewal. However, there is
an agreement contained in this gift.”
“The spirit side of the agreement guarantees
that all environmental, nutritional, educational,
and emotional needs, of the one who has been
renewed, will be met in every way. Human life,
complete and undiminished in any way, and, of
course, without end, comes with the gift of
renewal. This is a moral obligation for the
spirits who participated in your renewal.”
“The flip side of the agreement is that, in
accepting the renewal, you will pledge to love,
trust, and cooperate with all the spiritual
companions that love and demonstrate
allegiance to the DI. Inherent in this agreement
is the fact that the promise of all these needs
being met will not happen naturally for some
time to come. You will be protected and your
needs supplied by our spirit guides until the
needs can be supplied naturally.”
“That was a mouthful. I hope it is
understandable.” Abraham said.

“That sounds quite fair enough.” said Ruth, “In
fact, it looks like a lot of loving effort was put
into giving us the better part of the agreement.”
We rode in silence for a while, each thinking of
the importance and the wonder of the huge gift
that Ana and I had just received and, of course,
the renewal that Ruth and Abraham recently
received, thousands of years after their death.
Ruth channeled to me so softly saying that she
liked my new rich red-brown hair. I hadn’t
chanced to see it yet and was pleased with the
color and that Ruth liked it.
Ana turned so that all could hear and said, “I
am so thankful for the renewal of my brain. I
always thought that I could, and did, withstand
the gradual degradation of my body, but as my
brain failed, I missed out on so much of what I
should have come to understand. My
experiences for the last many years were just a
fleeting moment with no permanence, no recall,
no learning. I am now blessed with lucid,
lightning quick thinking and the restored
memory of all those lost years. And, as I
explore those lost memories, I find that the
memories of the very early time in the womb,
my birth, suckling at my mother’s breasts,
being loved, cherished and pampered has all
been opened to my memory. I remember it all
as clearly as today.”

“Abraham has been telling me about the coming
new government, what needs to be done, our
part in it all, and some recent history of the
world. The speed at which I previously could
think and understand, even in my younger
years, seems so glacially slow compared to my
thinking now. I am very much in love with
Abraham, a man I have only known for a few
weeks ineffectually with my old brain. An hour,
just now, has revealed to me a thousand times
as much about Abraham’s love for me, my
capacity to love him and the depth and warmth
of it all. Never before, did I know the depth of
my hunger for love, tender touch, sexual
fulfillment and companionship. Only now, can I
comprehend how beautifully I have been
blessed with Abraham. I have given and
received more in love in the last hour than I
ever thought possible in a lifetime. All of these
thoughts and communications were conceived
by me in the new universal language that
Abraham just now explained to me. I hardly
knew it existed yesterday. I have truly been
made new beyond what I ever was, or could
have been.”
“I will add my sincere concurrence to Ana and
the love she has for me.” said Abraham, “I too,
am learning the full true meaning of love
between a man and a woman. I feel the
delicious sensations of devotion, empathy, care,
and deep love that course around and between

the two of us. Once this way of loving and
being loved is experienced, the old seems sadly
childish and ineffectual.

Chapter 10: Conflict
With the help of our spirit guides, we were
aware of the gathering storm long before there
was any news on the airwaves. This conflict, a
defining watershed between the middle
dispensation and the third, has been denied,
ignored, and explained away as happening
some thousands of years ago. It lay ahead of us,
with spirit help, as clearly as any road map.
As the days had turned to weeks and months,
this new being that was Ruth and me, had
grown to one cooperative thinking, loving,
understanding, and desiring entity. We were
truly one person in every way. We watched so
many other relationships among the
resurrected and renewed progress in this
beautiful oneness and become our inseparable
friends. Preparations for the new government
and creating homes for the newly inducted kept
all our inventive and creative skills flowing. We
also had to deal with the collapse of the
national and international fiat currencies.
Commerce had become a mixture of barter,
gifts, and the exchange of items of worth that
ranged from gold or silver coins and items of
jewelry to devices such as tools and electronics.
There continues to be a lot of volunteer labor in
factories and on the farms to keep people fed
and the lines of communication open. All heavy
drain electrical appliances such as electrical

clothes driers, heaters and some industrial
processes were abandoned due to the burnedout and faltering supply grid. Airwave news
was vague about the cause of the grid failure,
but our spirit guides explained it was a large
coronal mass ejection from the sun directed
precisely toward us that created sharply
changing magnetic fields on the earth. These
sharp changes induced huge electrical currents
in the long wires of the electric grid and, in
turn, the transformers at the terminations of
the grid. There were long electric arcs,
vaporized switching equipment, and exploding
transformers. This equipment may never be
replaced as it takes many years to make in the
best of times. The vast national and
international electrical inter-ties have
disintegrated into local power cooperatives
struggling to patch together something that
works. Our solar collectors and batteries gave
us enough power to light our nights and run the
radio and our computer equipment.
The military of the world were especially hard
hit with so much of their infrastructure
dependent on the grid and fuel deliveries. The
old term of “unwalled cities27” was definitely
given a new twist. The Israel Defense Forces
were down on their knees
and praying that they could get something
working for there was an ill wind blowing from
the north and northeast. The Muslim
Brotherhood was planning to take advantage of

the chaos to launch an attack on Israel. They
planned to ride on the only mode of transport
that still was reliable and available - horses.
Most of the light machine guns and hand
launch rockets could be packed on the horses
without much trouble. The animals would
“refuel” in fields by the way and would not be
delayed very much by blown bridges and offroad routes. They knew stealth was most
important so they planned to travel in very
many small groups until they were on Israel’s
doorstep, join together and attack en masse.

Their plotted route took them down the coast of
the Mediterranean south to the point where the
mountains jut into the sea. This very steep

terrain is a barrier to the best of climbers and
stops horses in their tracks. The only way on is
through the valley of Megiddo toward the heart
of Israel. We knew from the spirit guides and
Bible prophecy that all available willing
combatants, men, women and children, would
meet the invaders in that fabled valley. The IDF
would put forth a superhuman effort to stop the
invasion, and, for a time, they would prevail.
Then their effort would falter and fail. All of
Israel was doomed to be slaves or worse to the
attackers. The national heart of the Jewish
people sank to a historic low and the air
reverberated with prayer.
The invaders were so numerous that they filled
the valley floor and the invasion route, blocking
any retreat or evacuation of the wounded.
Badly outnumbered, the IDF and conscripts
held their ground by virtue of greater skill and
better equipment. The antitank rocket blasts
from friend and foe, both as they were fired and
when the round hit, totally spooked and
terrified the horses causing them to run
chaotically in every direction. Invaders were
forced to dismount and fire from the ground if
they could get a clear line of fire in the melee.
More invaders poured in, making their way
toward the front wherever possible, trampling
the living, the dead, and the dying. Israel tried
in desperation to use the Iron Dome rocket
system to repel the invasion. The ID rockets
were not designed to fire on ground targets

causing them to fall randomly on both sides of
the front.
The turning point of the battle was from two
factors; dwindling ammunition on the Israeli
side and the arrival of combatants from many of
the countries where the Arab Spring had
brought Muslim sympathy to their
governments. They came from Syria and
southern Turkey in the north. They came from
Jordan and Iraq in the west. They straggled
north from Saudi Arabia and Egypt on donkey,
camel, and on foot. Many thousands came from
all walks of life, but none of these ever made it
to the battle front in the valley. They added two
more fronts to the war, two more than Israel
could handle.
One only has to read further in the prophecy to
know that eons ago the forces of nature were
set in motion to change the fortunes of the
nation of Israel.
A hail of fire and burning sulfur (brimstone)
would decimate both friend and foe in the valley
to the last horse and combatant. The
description is both gruesome and final and I
knew from my studies that breathing the
sulfurous oxides from the flames would
combine with moisture in their eyes, mouth and
lungs to make sulfuric acid. Their flesh would
be dissolved away and death would soon
follow.28

We and other informed students of prophecy
were prepared by putting some distance
between us and the valley and laying in a
supply of toxic vapor masks for us and any
others who would need them.
Concurrent with this military disaster was an
interplanetary convergence that would make a
wonderful, if violent exchange. The whole earth
was bombarded with material of all sizes from
space, but one particularly large chunk
streaked through the sky into the Pacific Ocean,
leaving an ionized trail in its wake. The impact
created a tsunami wave several hundred meters
high which, if left to wash throughout the
Pacific Rim, could have killed a billion people or
more. Fortunately, the high point in the water
formed an electrode, causing an electrical
discharge back through the ionized trail which
drew a large part of the Pacific Ocean water to
the visiting body. The tsunami was mostly
averted, with the remaining waves causing
some damage. As the warm water passed
through the vacuum of space, it turned mostly
to vapor and ice. This onslaught of the
electrically charged vapor and ice on the small
body caused an explosion in its charged frozen
nitrogen and other gasses, dumping much of
them into the Earth’s magnet field and
atmosphere. Earth’s atmospheric pressure at
sea level increased more than three
atmospheres and, after much flowing from

ocean to ocean, the mean sea level dropped
about 200 meters. The equalization of sea and
air in the coming months would produce storms
and disturbances of geology never before seen
by man.
Any ships that were left afloat and serviceable
on the oceans were stranded many kilometers
from their now high and dry ports. Sea
shipping would never fully recover from this
blow as dirigible style aircraft, buoyed by the
new high density atmosphere, would take over
most of the Earth’s transportation
requirements. These airships could go from
anywhere on Earth to anywhere else, even
stopping without landing to board and
discharge cargo by hoist. Passenger versions of
the same craft would provide service to all parts
of the world, some points with airports and
some without.
Our understanding of these events was only
made possible by spirit messages and the
prophecy of “a new heavens and a new Earth”
from the Bible. We looked forward to an
omniscient viewpoint of all the upheaval in the
Earth through mind to mind communication
from each other and from our spirit guides.
An earsplitting announcement from a hundred
civil defense sirens and horns jerked me from
my thoughts back to the present. I pulled Ruth

close to me and said, “Brace yourself, the attack
is upon us.”
As I uttered the words, the room shook and
shook and shook again from the first of a weeks
long series of global earthquakes. Changing sea
pressures as the Atlantic flowed into the Pacific
changed the loads on the continental shelves
and the seafloor, causing major plate shifts and
subsequent earthquakes. Our spirit reports
indicated we were also losing Earth’s magnetic
field because Earth’s crustal rotation axis was
slowly swinging up to somewhere near 90
degrees from the standard 67 to match the axis
of the core. The deep sub-crustal shear
between the core and the outer layers generated
the electrical currents that are the cause of
Earth’s magnetic field. The loss of our magnetic
field could be a very frightening prospect were it
not for another development.
Our magnetic field has historically stopped or
redirected small and very small charged
particles to the magnetic poles, thus protecting
us from a lot of harmful radiation. The new
deeper and more dense atmosphere will protect
the Earth from now on. We may also be
entering into an area in the galactic plane where
there are fewer harmful particles. In any case,
all life on the world, especially those humans
that have attained perfection, is promised
protection from all harm of any kind.

The new atmosphere will also protect us from
another cause of harm - low temperatures.
Earth’s new atmospheric condition will
resemble the atmosphere of Venus 29 where the
lower one third is free of winds and storms.
The Earth will have a uniform temperature
throughout all latitudes30, though there may be
fewer atmospheric cells from equator to pole.
The Earth once had warm poles that supported
vegetation and grazing animals 31.

Our small house was certainly strong enough to
withstand the quaking, but our decorations
were not well enough secured to the shelves and
cabinets. Several jars and a vase smashed to

the floor and the food and other provisions
inside the secured cabinet doors were in a
chaotic mess. Our neighbors were not so well
off. All unreinforced masonry structures were
heavily damaged or totally destroyed. Wood
frame houses were twisted and tottered though
generally they fared better. Buildings that were
designed to the highest earthquake standards
and reinforced accordingly came through
unscathed.
“I am getting information about all parts of the
Earth.” I heard Ruth say. I could hear the same
news via the spirits, but I listened because I
liked to hear her voice. “The Pacific Rim is
badly battered” she continued, “by the residual
tsunami waves. The Atlantic shores are faring
somewhat better as no large space rocks have
landed in the Atlantic. However, the Richter
level 5, 6, and 7 earthquakes that are coming
from deep in the Earth are felt everywhere and
are roiling all bodies of water from rivers to
oceans.”

Chapter 11: Our Meeting
“This is not a happy time for people of sensitive
loving hearts.” Ruth said. “I look and listen to
the anguish and soul wrenching pain that the
people of Earth are enduring and I ask myself
how could anyone keep going if they did not
understand how this prepares for the extreme
joy that follows. It hurts deep in here.” she
said, gently touching her chest. “I feel it deeply
too.” I said, as I answered her with my tenderest
embrace, kisses and all the compassion I could
send through the ether.
Even granted, as we were, the foreknowledge of
better things to come, the collapse of the known
physical, political, social, and celestial aspects
of our world was a difficult time for all whose
hearts reached out to the suffering.
We were enjoying our moment when the ether
opened up to us with an infinite thrumming
sound full of love that cannot be described in
words. The feelings that came to us were of
thousands of hearts both human and spirit
exchanging a momentous urgency of this
turning point in history.
“WE ARE COMPLETE. WE ARE WHOLE. Our
number is accomplished and we are to begin at
this moment to govern the earth with
compassion, love and gentleness.” Ruth and I
heard this with our hearts and knew in our

minds that the time had come for the first real
“Peace on Earth and good will toward all
creation” since the Earth began.
Outside there was sudden darkness. Raging
infernos self extinguished as though the fuel
was concrete or asbestos and choking black
smoke cleared to the freshest air. The Earth’s
groaning silenced and all underground shaking
ceased. Unstable teetering mountains,
buildings and bridges impending collapse were
morphed in a heartbeat to stability, repair and
safety. The tempests of the air and the angry
waters everywhere on Earth subsided and were
still. Some of the living quietly died and many
of the dying were made whole.
In every mind and heart throughout the whole
Earth a voice victoriously proclaimed:
I AM THAT I AM,
THE ONE WHO EXISTS
WITHOUT CAUSE.
”The reign of lies and terror is over.
Peace, love, and compassion are the law.
Come forth and together, my Son, the meek of the
Earth, and all spirit guides shall build a new
heavens and a new Earth.”
We looked at each other and thought as one, “It
is over. We are truly free of any danger and free
to share the peace and love with the remnant

that has survived.” We wept for joy in concert
with the spirits and multitudes who were in our
mind meeting.
Abraham and Adam were speaking, “Welcome to
the new world of love, peace and safety. Thank
you for your faith through the millennia when
we could not walk by sight. Thank you for your
love of the DI, the spirits, and your fellow man.
Thank you for moving the mountain of hard
work that is yet to come for all of us.”
“Our assessment of the Government buildings
and necessary infrastructure,” continued
Abraham, “shows the main meeting chambers
and offices are usable if a bit of a mess from the
earthquakes. Fortunately, there is no damage a
broom and a mop can’t take care of. We will
organize our office space and dwellings
according to the plans that we discussed
previously. All representatives from all corners
of the world are attending this mind meeting.
Let’s hear a cheer from everyone.”
The whoops, cheers and singing did not die
down for several minutes. Awesome is the only
word that describes a million fine voices singing
in unison, new words in hundreds of languages
and fresh music all coordinated through mind
to mind communication.
“We will meet next in the Knesset32 buildings of
Israel which have become the seat of our world

government. Please bring food and other
necessary

supplies that you have in excess or that the
spirits guide you to, as your walk to your office.
You will be guided to resources to transport the
goods by your spirit guide. Your contributions
will be freely shared with all who require them,
and may be augmented by a miracle here and
there as needed. We will first direct the burying
of the dead and will delegate teams and
equipment, such as is available, to those who
can use them most effectively. The wonderful
time has come to ‘forge our swords into
plowshares’ in every possible way. Thanks
again, to all of you. Meeting adjourned.”
We ate, talked, and loved late into the night. We
were together in our dreams, even as we slept.

Chapter 12: A New Earth
“Welcome to the first day of the new Earth.”
Ruth kissed into my ear. “I can’t wait to see
where we will have our new office. May I be in
charge of the decorations?”
“Of course,” I said, as I nuzzled my nose into
her navel. “However, I will be right there in
your mind to cheer you on.”
I know, sweetie,” she said, “and I can’t get
enough of that wonderful feeling of you in me
and me in you. Love comes so very easily when
we can share so deeply.”
“Let’s dress and eat to get going.” Ruth said
with a smile as big as the morning. “There are
some good things left from yesterday for
breakfast.”
“Thanks. I surely do like that bread you made
yesterday. It must be a recipe from a very long
time ago.” I said.
“Yes, I learned it from my mother and she from
her mother. So it does go back some thousands
of years.” Ruth replied.
As we finished eating, there was a knock on the
door. “I’ll get it.”, I said, and stepped to the door
to open it. The man who smiled back at me was
dressed as a gardener. I could see behind him

in the street that he had brought a four man
cart.
“Well, good morning to you and who may I say
is paying us a visit today? I asked.
The name is Mike, as in Archangel Michael.” he
said with a smile as he changed into a lion,
became transparent and returned to being a
gardener33. “I’ve come to help you transport
your personal belongings, food, and other
things you will need today at the Knesset
building. Later we can get the rest of the things
and leave the unit for someone else.”
“It is so warm and everything is wet like it
rained last night, but I heard no rain.” Ruth
exclaimed, “Why is it so wet? Oooo, I love the
warmth.”
“It is wet from the heavy dew that now happens
every night to water the world and fill the
rivers.” Mike said, “There will no longer be rain
on the Earth. The dew condenses on all parts
of the planet, even the poles, and the warmth is
uniform at all latitudes. Soon there will be no
ice anywhere and gardens will flourish from
pole to pole. In a few weeks the desert sands
will be ‘blossoming as the rose’34 with small
plants and grasses.”
“Our teams will be planting seedling fruit trees
in those sands to yield fruit in a few months.”

Ruth said. “Thereafter, we can pick ripe fruit
anytime throughout the year. I find it delightful
how the restored high-pressure atmosphere is
healing not just the people and the animals, but
the plants too.”
Mike, Ruth and I carried all our clothing,
computers, and personal things to the cart and
then the cans and buckets of food that were in
the unit when we arrived. The load on the cart
was considerably more than any four mortal
men could have pushed. Mike demonstrated for
us how he could easily push it with one finger
and was more than happy to let us walk
unhindered.
“Shouldn’t we be helping to find the wounded in
the rubble and patch up their wounds?” Ruth
asked of Mike. “With all the building collapses
there must be hundreds of dead and dying.”
“The DI wanted this to be a time of rejoicing and
reunion.” Mike said, “Because of a miracle
there are no wounded. The dreaded pain,
suffering, and the crushing disabilities of the
injured, have been taken out of the picture.
DI’s love restored to health anyone who should
have survived, while the rest were rendered
unmistakably dead. With millions of
resurrections coming soon, being separated
from loved ones for a time is not so hard for the
living to take. Being crippled is too depressing
to allow.”

As we walked the few kilometers to our new
home, our shared thoughts turned to those who
wanted the Earth to be desolate and
uninhabited. They were dead along with the
fear and coercion that kept them in power. The
spirits that had conspired against the DI since
Lucifer became Satan were also dead. Now, all
spirits that might show themselves or wish to
communicate with mankind were trustworthy
and nobody was any longer in danger of being
deceived. The fear of humans that came into
the animals at Noah’s flood was gone, dispelled
by the higher atmospheric pressure.
Paper money was strewn in the streets,
valueless, pointless and despised. Banks were
badly damaged from looting by angry mobs bent
on revenge. Money exchanges throughout the
world were silent, never to deal in money again.
A person’s worth was now measured in one’s
compassion for others, willingness to help build
the new Earth, and skills and intelligence that
could be brought to the task.
We greeted those on the street telling them of
the food exchange at the Knesset building. Ruth
explained that any and all questions about the
new state of affairs could be answered there.
Many walked with us and shared our water
from the barrel on the cart. We explained that
all disease was at an end and that healing of
longstanding scars and birth defects was taking

place as we watched. The more difficult
healing, such as replacing artificial body parts,
took a short prayer to the DI. We all, even the
afflicted, laughed when these changes would
take place. Someone would be walking with a
limp and after a moment’s prayer, would
straighten up and walk smoothly with a huge
smile. This “footstool”35 was being made
glorious.
The Knesset building loomed large and inviting
as we approached, giving us a sense of place
and home even if it was only for a short while
till we could secure an apartment or a house. A
huge tent set up on the plaza, to the north of
the building, housed our food exchange, a
prototype for exchanges all over the world. We
offloaded our food and supplies and proceeded
to the office that Abraham had selected for us.
The doors and corridor were wide enough to
accept the cart which we unloaded onto a large
pile opposite our office door.
We thanked Mike for taking time for us from his
busy day with hugs, smiles and ether messages.
Mike said he was off to get the rest, but his
ether message said he enjoyed walking with us
the first time and he would use a small miracle
to finish the job. He said the machine tools and
other equipment remaining in the unit would be
delivered to a communal shop for everyone to
use.

“As soon as we get this office situation squared
away we will be over to have a look.” I said. “I’ll
see both of you wonderful people there.” Mike
said. With that, he and his cart dissolved into
thin air as our possessions pile grew somewhat.
Our office apartment was relatively clean in
contrast to some of the other spaces where piles
put out for the archivers were high.
“Hi, may I help?” a fresh smiling face said at our
door.
“Yes. Of course.” we said together. “To whom do
we owe the pleasure?”
“Just me.” she said, stepping gracefully inside.
“I guess you could call me volunteer Sarah. I
came to the Knesset building to see what all the
excitement was about. After I understood there
was a wonderful new government and a little
about the other changes to our world, I asked if
I could help. They said that my status as an
official volunteer was instantly and delightfully
approved and they pointed to your door.
“Thank you very much, Sarah.” Ruth spoke “We
are clearing the furniture and things away to
clean the floor. There is a toilet room and a
small kitchen. Let me see if there is water in
the tap here.” Ruth went to the back where
there were some other rooms attached to the

front room and tried the kitchen tap. “Oh well,
that’s no good. Could you get us some water?
I’ll help you find our bucket and mop in the pile
out there. I think there is a small cart to carry
the bucket. Would you like a drink? We do
have some drinking water.”
“Yes. Thank you. That would be a treat. I’ll see
what I can do about some water for the floor.”
Sarah said.
“Sarah was a wonderful help and is a
delightfully intelligent person. I invited her to
be a part of the department of health and
nutrition. She said she would love to, but she
felt that she was not up to the task. I think
that since she has not been renewed yet the
work ahead seems insurmountable. I will ask
for her renewal tomorrow and I think it will give
her a new perspective on the way we will bring
true health to the people.” Ruth said with a
happy tinge of fatigue of a job well done in her
voice. “Shall we make the west room our
bedroom?”
“Yes.” I replied. I very much enjoy the lingering
warmth in the cool of the evening36 as we go to
bed.”
We went to sleep in each others arms in this
famous former seat of the government of Israel.

I was awake in the early light and lay in bed
sharing Ruth’s dream of grinding grain by hand
for bread in her long ago home. Our shared
dream state enabled me to enter the dream and
gently come to her. She was a bit confused to
see me in her dream. I tenderly took her hands
in mine and kissed them and whispered her
name. She smiled lovingly, knowingly, and
pulled me to her as the dream dissolved away.
“I felt such loneliness, while I dreamt of
grinding the grain, that I was sad and
somewhat afraid. Such wonderful love and
closeness are mine now that you are in my life.
The contrast is so stark, so felt, so beautiful.
Come to me. Hold me. Kiss me everywhere.
Loving you is like coming from the cold rough
ocean into a soft warm-spring pool. Knowing
that there will be no end to our sharing this love
just melts me completely into you, Charles.
Yes, yes, kiss me right there. I don’t know how
you came to be such a good lover. More. More.
Don’t ever stop. I am deeply thankful, deeply
grateful. You make all my skin come alive and I
see wonderful color patterns in my eyes. I know
you are sharing all of this ethereally and you
feel all my feelings as though they were yours,
but love moves me to breathe to you words of
love, to coo, to whisper my heart into your ear.”
She did. And we did, passionately and tenderly
till we were hungry for more than each other.

“Let’s go see what the food exchange has in
store for our breakfast, Sweetie.” I kissed into
her ear. I heard her reply in the ether. “Let’s go
select something a la carte, my super lover. I’m
too tired to fix anything here.”
We found a sumptuous feast of breads,
prepared dishes, fresh fruits, nuts, berries,
herbs, and things we had not seen before.
There were no meat nor fish dishes because
there is, in this new Earth, no killing for food by
man or animals. All of us will henceforth eat of
the plants of the earth.37 The bread seemed to
beckon to us from a table to the right so we
hurried to sample what was there.
“Hi, what’s special today.” Ruth asked of the
handsome young man at the table.
“Even though we baked all night, we did not
bring enough. The lighter breads went first
with many folks asking for white bread. We
found out last week that refined flour is bad for
your health and we don’t use it now. Anyway,
the refined stuff is all gone and nobody can
make it because of no power. All our breads are
made with sprouted organic whole grains and
other organic ingredients. What can I get for
you folks?”
“What about these three loaves that look heavy
and like they had interesting stuff in them?”
Ruth said.

“Those are made without leavening and they
have nuts, dates, olives, cheese, and other good
stuff. Which would you like today?” the baker
said.
“We will take one with dates, one with olives,
and one with plain multigrain, if you have one.”
Ruth said.
“Let me check the cart. I think we took
everything off the cart, but I will have a look.”
He returned quickly with a loaf. “I was sure
they were all gone. However, there it was just
waiting for you. Here are the date and olive
loaves. We have run out of bags. Could bring
some next time?” He said with a grin. “I’m so
glad I don’t have to deal with money any more.
Enjoy.”
“We’ll see what we can do about the bags.
Thank you so much for your delicious loaves. It
IS nice to be done with money.” I said, joining
him in his grin.

Chapter 13: Nick
We selected from the other wonderful fruits and
vegetables and were headed back to our abode
when I noticed the water truck had an odd
looking engine.
“I would like to go look at the water truck for a
minute before we go. Would that be ok?” I said.
“Yes and no,” Ruth said with a wink. “I know
you too well to think it would be short. I think
we can have a nice picnic style breakfast here
on an empty table and you can eat and inspect
the truck for as long as you like.”
“Of course. Nice solution, Sweetie.” I said as I
broke the end off the date loaf and walked to
the truck. The truck had been fitted with an
electric motor since diesel and gasoline engines
are nonfunctional in the dense air. The motor
was mounted somewhat crudely with brackets
and plates. A double row roller chain connected
it to the transmission.
“It’s kind of a quick and dirty mounting.” 38 a tall
dark fellow said as I examined the truck. “It
was done mostly by hand before we had power.
Can I explain anything for you?” He extended
his hand with a disarming smile.
“I see a very small battery pack. How do you
get any range out of it?”

“We collect the electricity from the ether with
the battery helping out on the up grade and
providing a reservoir for energy when
dynamically braking. The flow for charging is
only diminished when the battery is nearly full
and the motor is demanding low power.”
“I’m sorry. I was thinking so much about the
truck I didn’t introduce myself. My name is
Charles. You wouldn’t happen to be one Mr.
Nicola Tesla would you?”
“Yes, the same. Just call me Nick.”
“I have studied your life and work extensively.
Finally, I have a chance to talk with you.
What I have to discuss with you will take a few
minutes. Would you join Ruth and me for some
food and drink at our table there?” I said,
gesturing toward Ruth who was looking at us
with interest.
“Where can I begin to understand the parts of
your research that you took with you to your
death,” I pondered aloud. “or even the research
and papers that were sequestered away by our
corrupt governments? Please help yourself to
any of the wonderful food on our table or any of
the other tables. What frequency are you
getting the power from?”
The wonderful teacher and showman in Nick
surrounded his small audience as it did a

century before. “We found, even back in the
early 1900s, that it was a number of
frequencies, some at octave intervals, but all
defined by solar and galactic ringing39. We are
now picking up quite a bit of power by tuning
what can only be described as a musical chord.
A frequency agile device which can select
frequencies of low impedance, as they become
available, will prove the most useful. If we
ping the ether before we apply a load, we can
discover where the most power is available. We
have found that here in Israel there are two
good frequencies for general power utility. For
mobile power, like the truck there, we are using
an agile prototype unit combined with batteries
which charge any time there is more power
available than the motor needs.”
“I think you left me behind with some of that
jargon,” Ruth chimed in, “but I very much like
the idea of musical electricity.”
“Could we describe this as the music of the
spheres?” I said.
The three of us voiced an etherial affirmation to
this wonderful concept.
“The machine shops are in high spirits with
whoops and cheers with each success.” Nick
said. “The volunteers around the world gladly
put in long hours working to create the
equipment to get this very clean electricity out

to everyone. Our projections indicate that
homes which had power before the crash
should have some power, at least part of the
day, in a month. Solar is still providing a
trickle in spite of the high cloud cover. The
Internet has first priority followed very closely
by manufacturing.”
“World electric distribution happens at many
different voltages, two main frequencies, 50 and
60 Hertz (cycles per second) and some DC
(direct current).” Nick mused. “We need to
bring standardization to bear on this situation.
Most of the world’s equipment is designed for
220V at 50Hz. As we patch things back
together, that is the standard to which we will
design and build. Our labs, though, are looking
into safer and more efficient electrical systems.”
“I’m sure you folks, here at the Knesset, are
waiting on the edge of your chairs for lights and
power for your computers.” Nick continued.
“Yes,” Ruth said thoughtfully. “However, the
true ether net through our spirit friends is
handling the most important communications.
There are also the tried and true hand tools to
work the land. Many volunteers from among
those released from the bondage of money and
military are available to plant and harvest. No
more secret programs. No more research on
how to kill and destroy. No time wasted fooling

around with currencies. Everyone building for
an everlasting good.”40
“May I change the subject a bit,” I interjected,
“to ask about research to control gravity. Have
you heard anything yet?”
“Yes, I was thinking about that just this
morning and I thought to ask the spirits about
it. They explained it well to me in a short time,
but I have to say, I will need to learn more from
them before I can build any equipment. When
we can control gravity, it will be an awesome
power for our future.”
“Would you like to come with us to our office
residence for a moment?” Ruth asked Nick.
“Yes, I would enjoy that. The water truck will be
empty in a while and I will need to drive it back.
Till then, I’m all yours.”
As we approached, I heard someone shout, “It’s
up. Switch on the load.” The lights everywhere
in the building came to life and illuminated our
way home.
“They brought you on line sooner than I
thought they could.” Nick said with a smile.
“Those long hours at the factory are paying off.
It’s a nice surprise for it to happen while I am
here.”

“I was concerned,” I said, “that there would be
no light when we wanted to show you around.
Congratulations on a job well done to you and
all your crew.”
“This is the outer office where we will have our
team one staffers working.” I explained. “There
is space for six or seven computers here. My
language department will have two volunteers
and Ruth’s health and nutrition department will
have two with two for us. Adam spoke the same
language as Noah, but neither of them had a
written language. We speak it too and it serves
us well. However, we do need a written
language as elegant as our spoken words.”
“Charles tells me that the written language he is
working on will have color and motion in it,”
Ruth whispered into Nick’s ear with a smile.
“Yes, thanks to computers we can do that. But
first, an alphabet is needed,” I said. “An
immense amount of data is being gathered
everywhere words are spoken so that nuances
of each phoneme used in all existing languages
can be represented. The clicks, the tongue
clucks, the whistles and tones will all be there.
When we get it working well for human
language, we will extend the alphabet to include
animals, insects, musical instruments,
industrial sounds and so forth. Whatever letter
the computer identifies through the fast Fourier
transform of the audio signal, the postscript

code will present graphically as a letter. If it is
an angry letter, then the computer will
embellish and change the letter form to show
anger. The artists of the world will collaborate
in designing what color, shapes and animation
connote anger. Of course, all of our emotions,
the shades, the segues, the feints of our human
language will be represented. Anyone visually
experiencing the voiced words and emotion will
not only understand the heart and mind of the
speaker but who the speaker was.”
“An email from Charles,” Ruth said, “will chase
me around the room and kiss me.” …
TO BE CONTINUED

Notes
1 Photo credit: Picture by Ester Inbar, available
from
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:ST .
The copyright holder of this file, Ester Inbar,
allows anyone to use it for any purpose,
provided that the copyright holder is properly
attributed. Redistribution, derivative work,
commercial use, and all other use is permitted.
Ruth, of the Bible, born between 1272 and
1270 BC
2

Power elite in US. Often called the shadow
government.
3

Dayspring: The word used in the Bible (2
Peter) is the Ancient Greek φωσφόρος
(phōsphóros) 'phosphoros', the ancient name for
the planet Venus. Literally, "light-bringer". It is
interpreted by some Christians as allegory for
Jesus Christ.
4

DI is the shortened form of Defining
Intelligence, that is whatever sentience brought
forth the universe and its inhabitants, earthy
and spiritual, mortal and immortal.
5

spiritual ark, The ark of Noah is often seen as
an allegory or prototype of our salvation in
these last days. Pastor C. T. Russell worked on
this in 1888
6

7

Sept. 2017, Rosh Hashanah

Noah’s Ark grounding date: The covering on
Noah’s Ark is removed the following year
according to Genesis 8:13 when Noah is 601
years old. The Bible refers to this event as
occurring on “the first day of the first
month.” This event on Noah’s Ark happens
exactly one year after the death of Methuselah
on Friday September 13, Tishri 1 in 2457 BC.
In our story, the antitypical grounding or
uncovering is the inauguration of the new world
government.
https://www.thesacredcalendar.com/noahsark/
8

Abraham’s death: Gregorian: Monday, October
2 ,Tishri 17, 1984 BC, https://
www.thesacredcalendar.com
9

Armageddon: from Hebrew har məgiddô;
Loosely, the mountains of the valley of Megiddo
where the Earth’s last war is fought.
10

DI’s peaceable kingdom, ie the new Earth and
new heavens.
11

Fourier Transform; Definition from Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Fourier_transform
12

How To Hear Radio Signals From Jupiter
Jupiter is a source of powerful bursts of natural
radio waves that can produce exotic sounds
when picked up on Earth using simple
antennas and shortwave receivers.
Even though human ears can't hear the radio
waves directly, they make an exciting listening
experience when converted to audio signals by a
receiver.
The emissions are generated naturally by
plasma instabilities in Jupiter's magnetosphere.
Pulsing power beam. Most space physicists say
that ionized gas in the upper atmosphere above
Jupiter's magnetic poles sometimes behaves
like a powerful radio laser or maser. The
radiation can be so intense that Jupiter
frequently outshines the Sun as a source of
radio energy at ham radio wavelengths.
Where does the radio laser get so much power?
It starts on Jupiter's volcanic moon Io. Tidal
forces from Jupiter and its other large satellites
superheat the interior of the moon Io and make
it the most volcanic body in the Solar System.
Two trillion watts. As Io's orbital motion carries
it through this magnetized ring of ionized gas, a
huge electrical current flows between Io and
Jupiter. Carrying about two trillion watts of
power, it's the biggest DC electrical circuit in
the Solar System.
Unlike the ordinary kind of DC circuit we know
13

bible, revolution, Psalms, 1:1 Blessed is the
man that walketh not in the counsel of the
wicked, Nor standeth in the way of sinners, Nor
sitteth in the seat of scoffers: 1:2 But his
delight is in the law of Jehovah; And on his law
doth he meditate day and night. 1:3 And he
shall be like a tree planted by the streams of
water, That bringeth forth its fruit in its season,
Whose leaf also doth not wither; And
whatsoever he doeth shall prosper. 1:4 The
wicked are not so, But are like the chaff which
the wind driveth away. 1:5 Therefore the wicked
shall not stand in the judgment, Nor sinners in
the congregation of the righteous. 1:6 For
Jehovah knoweth the way of the righteous; But
the way of the wicked shall perish.
Psalms 2:1 Why do the nations rage, And the
peoples meditate a vain thing? 2:2 The kings of
the earth set themselves, And the rulers take
counsel together, Against
Jehovah, and against his anointed, [saying], 2:3
Let us break their bonds asunder, And cast
away their cords from us. 2:4 He that sitteth in
the heavens will laugh: The Lord will have them
in derision. 2:5 Then will he speak unto them in
his wrath, And vex them in his sore displeasure:
2:6 Yet I have set my king Upon my holy hill of
Zion. 2:7 I will tell of the decree: Jehovah said
unto me, Thou art my son; This day have I
begotten thee. 2:8 Ask of me, and I will give
14

bible, swaddling bands; Protective formations
in the atmosphere or above. Job 38:9, when I
made the clouds its garment and thick
darkness its blanket,
15

establish as a home, bible, Isaiah 65:22, No
longer will they build houses for others to
inhabit, nor plant for others to eat. For as is the
lifetime of a tree, so will be the days of My
people, and My chosen ones will fully enjoy the
work of their hands.
16

17

See 16 above

18

Trust in the Lord, one day at a time

know as we are known, 1 Corinthians 13:12,
Now we see but a dim reflection as in a mirror;
then we shall see face to face. Now I know in
part; then I shall know fully, even as I am fully
known.
19

restitution, Acts 3:21, until the times of
restitution of all things, which God has
spoken by the mouth of all his holy prophets
since the world began.
20

21

restitution, see # 20

All things made new, 2 Peter 3:13
Nevertheless we, according to his promise, look
for new heavens and a new earth, wherein
dwelleth righteousness.
22

One pure language, Zephaniah 3:9, For then
will I turn to the people a pure language, that
they may all call upon the name of the LORD, to
serve him with one consent.
23

The Restitution List:
1. A perfectly functioning brain and mind,
2. A beautiful relationship with the spiritual realm,
3. A restored sexuality
4. ?
24

Lucifer, the covering angel, Ezekiel 28:14, You
were anointed as a guardian cherub, for I had
ordained you. You were on the holy mountain of God;
you walked among the fiery stones. 15 From the day
you were created you were blameless in your ways
until wickedness was found in you.
25

what is given in exchange for another as the price
of his redemption, ransom. Greek Spelling:
ἀντίλυτρον
26

“up against the unwalled cities”, Ezekiel 38:8, After
many days you will be mustered. In the latter years
you will go against the land that is restored from war,
the land whose people were gathered from many
peoples upon the mountains of Israel, which had
been a continual waste. Its people were brought out
from the peoples and now dwell securely, all of them.
9 You and all your troops, and many peoples with you
will go up, advancing like a thunderstorm; you will be
like a cloud covering the land.’ 10 This is what the
Lord GOD says: ‘On that day, thoughts will arise in
your mind, and you will devise an evil plan. 11 You
will say, “I will go up against a land of unwalled
villages; I will come against a tranquil people who
dwell securely, all of them living without walls or bars
or gates
27

Ezekiel 38:14 Therefore, son of man,
prophesy, and say unto Gog, Thus saith the
Lord Jehovah: In that day when my people
Israel dwelleth securely, shalt thou not know it?
Ezekiel 38:15 And thou shalt come from thy
place out of the uttermost parts of the north,
thou, and many peoples with thee, all of them
riding upon horses, a great company and a
mighty army; Ezekiel 38:16 and thou shalt
come up against my people Israel, as a cloud to
cover the land: it shall come to pass in the latter
days, that I will bring thee against my land, that
the nations may know me, when I shall be
sanctified in thee, O Gog, before their eyes.
Ezekiel 38:18 And it shall come to pass in that
day, when Gog shall come against the land of
Israel, saith the Lord Jehovah, that my wrath
shall come up into my nostrils. Ezekiel 38:22
And with pestilence and with blood will I enter
into judgment with him; and I will rain upon
him, and upon his hordes, and upon the many
peoples that are with him, an overflowing
shower, and great hailstones, fire, and
brimstone. KJB
28

The atmosphere of Venus is much denser
and hotter than that of Earth. The temperature
at the surface is 740 K (467 °C, 872 °F), while
the pressure is 93 bar.[1] The Venusian
atmosphere supports opaque clouds made of
sulfuric acid, making optical Earth-based and
orbital observation of the surface impossible.
Information about the topography has been
obtained exclusively by radar imaging.[1] The
main atmospheric gases are carbon dioxide and
nitrogen. Other chemical compounds are
present only in trace amounts.[1]
Mikhail Lomonosov was the first person to
hypothesize the existence of an atmosphere on
Venus based on his observation of the transit of
Venus of 1761 in a small observatory near his
house in Petersburg. The atmosphere is in a
state of vigorous circulation and super-rotation.
[3] The whole atmosphere circles the planet in
just four Earth days, much faster than the
planet's sidereal day of 243 days. The winds
supporting super-rotation blow as fast as
100 m/s (~220 mph or 360 km/h).[3] Winds
move at up to 60 times the speed of the planet's
rotation, while Earth's fastest winds are only
10% to 20% rotation speed.[4] On the other
hand, the wind speed becomes increasingly
slower as the elevation from the surface
decreases, with the breeze barely reaching the
speed of 10 km/h on the surface.[5] Near the
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Revelation 22:1, Then the angel showed me
a river of the water of life, as clear as crystal,
flowing from the throne of God and of the Lamb
2down the middle of the main street of the city.
On either side of the river stood a tree of life,
producing twelve kinds of fruit and yielding a
fresh crop for each month. And the leaves of the
tree are for the healing of the nations. 3No
longer will there be any curse. The throne of
God and of the Lamb will be within the city, and
His servants will worship Him.…
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Arctic water temperatures in mid-Piacenzian modern times.
From Summer temperatures between 10°C and
18°C and very low number of benthic
foraminifer accumulation rate imply at least
seasonally ice-free conditions in the sub-polar
North Atlantic and nearby Arctic Ocean during
the mid-Piacenzian.
August sea surface temperatures anomalies
(mid-Piacenzian - modern) produced from
incorporating sea surface temperatures
estimates from Sites 907, 909 and 911 into the
Pliocene Research, Interpretation and Synoptic
Mapping sea surface temperature
reconstruction (Dowsett 2007). These anomalies
show little temperature difference from modern
near the equator with mid-Piacenzian warmth
increasing toward the pole.
Marci M. Robinson, U.S. Geological Survey,
926A National Center, Reston, VA 20192, USA
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Picture Information : The Knesset building,
Jerusalem, Israel, on Independence Day. Taken
from the south, from The Israel Museum.
Source; self-made, Date: April 24th, 2007,
Author; Beny Shlevich
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John 20:15, He asked her, "Woman, why are
you crying? Who is it you are looking for?"
Thinking he was the gardener, she said, "Sir, if
you have carried him away, tell me where you
have put him, and I will get him."
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Isaiah 35:1 The wilderness and the solitary
place shall be glad for them; and the desert
shall rejoice and blossom as the rose. Isaiah
35:2 It shall blossom abundantly, and rejoice,
even with joy and singing: the glory of Lebanon
shall be given to it, the excellence of Carmel and
Sharon, they shall see the glory of the LORD,
[and] the excellence of our God. Isaiah 35:3
Strengthen ye the weak hands, and confirm the
feeble knees. Isaiah 35:4 Say to them [that
are] of a fearful heart, Be strong, fear not:
behold, your God will come [with] vengeance,
[even] God [with] a recompense; he will come
and save you. Isaiah 35:5 Then the eyes of
the blind shall be opened, and the ears of the
deaf shall be unstopped. Isaiah 35:6 Then
shall the lame [man] leap as a hart, and the
tongue of the dumb shall sing: for in the
wilderness shall waters break out, and streams
in the desert. Isaiah 35:7 And the parched
ground shall become a pool, and the thirsty
land springs of water: in the habitation of
dragons, where each lay, [shall be] grass with
reeds and rushes.
Genesis 2:6 But there went up a mist from the
earth, and watered the whole face of the
ground. KJB
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Bible, “The Earth is my footstool and it shall
be made glorious.” DI
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Genesis 3:8 And they heard the voice of the
LORD God walking in the garden in the cool of
the day:
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Isaiah 11:4 but with righteousness shall he
judge the poor, and decide with equity for the
meek of the earth; and he shall smite the earth
with the rod of his mouth; and with the breath
of his lips shall he slay the wicked. Isaiah 11:5
And righteousness shall be the girdle of his
waist, and faithfulness the girdle of his loins.
Isaiah 11:6 And the wolf shall dwell with the
lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the
kid; and the calf and the young lion and the
fatling together; and a little child shall lead
them. Isaiah 11:7 And the cow and the bear
shall feed; their young ones shall lie down
together; and the lion shall eat straw like the
ox. Isaiah 11:8 And the sucking child shall
play on the hole of the asp, and the weaned
child shall put his hand on the adder's den.
Isaiah 11:9 They shall not hurt nor destroy in
all my holy mountain; for the earth shall be full
of the knowledge of Jehovah, as the waters
cover the sea. KJB
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Most of the world will be taken by surprise by
the collapse of the oil based economy. For a
short while the old equipment will be patched
together any which way to get the job done.
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Indications are that Nikola Tesla tapped into
the frequencies that allowed unlimited electrical
power to be obtained from an orange crate sized
portable box. He installed one such box in a
converted 1931 Pierce Arrow sedan and drove it
around the Buffalo, N. Y. area for a year without
charging or refueling in any way.
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“In 1931, under the financing of Pierce-Arrow
and George Westinghouse, a 1931 Pierce-Arrow
was selected to be tested at the factory grounds
in Buffalo, N. Y. The standard internal
combustion engine was removed and an 80-H.P.
1800 r.p.m electric motor installed to the clutch
and transmission.”
“Nikola Tesla inspected the Pierce-Arrow
automobile. He then went to a local radio store
and purchased a handful of tubes (12), wires
and assorted resistors. A box measuring 24
inches long, 12 inches wide and 6 inches high
was assembled housing the circuit. The box was
placed on the front seat and had its wires
connected to the air-cooled, brushless motor.
Two rods 1/4" in diameter stuck out of the box
about 3" in length.” …
“ … Tesla would not divulge who made the
motor.
Set into the dash was a "power receiver"

Isaiah 65:21 And they shall build houses,
and inhabit them; and they shall plant
vineyards, and eat the fruit of them. Isaiah
65:22 They shall not build, and another
inhabit; they shall not plant, and another eat:
for as the days of a tree shall be the days of my
people, and my chosen shall long enjoy the
work of their hands. Isaiah 65:23 They shall
not labor in vain, nor bring forth for calamity;
for they are the seed of the blessed of Jehovah,
and their offspring with them. Isaiah 65:24
And it shall come to pass that, before they call, I
will answer; and while they are yet speaking, I
will hear. Isaiah 65:25 The wolf and the lamb
shall feed together, and the lion shall eat straw
like the ox; and dust shall be the serpent's food.
They shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy
mountain, saith Jehovah. KJB
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